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Abstract
This thesis studies the problem of two-dimensional fermions interacting with a gauge
field. This problem arises in a theory of the half-filled Landau level in connection
with the composite fermion theory of the fractional quantum Hall effect. A com-
posite fermion is generated by attaching even number of flux quanta to an electron.
The transformation from the electron to the composite fermion can be realized by
introducing an appropriate Chern-Simons gauge field. Especially, at the filling frac-
tion v = 1/2, composite fermions see effectively zero magnetic field at the mean field
level because of the cancellation between the average of the Chern-Simons gauge field
(from the attached magnetic flux quanta) and the external magnetic field. Thus,
at; the mean field level the system can be described as a Fermi liquid of composite
fermions.
In this thesis, the effect of the gauge-field fluctuations around the mean-field
Fermi-liquid state has been studied. It turns out that singular behavior appears in
the lowest-order self-energy correction of fermions by the transverse gauge-field fluc-
tuation. This singular-self energy correction makes the effective mass of the fermion
divergent so that the usual single particle picture breaks down.
However, the one-particle Green's function is not gauge-invariant, so the singular
self-energy could be an artifact of the gauge choice. This consideration leads us to ex-
amine the lowest order perturbative corrections to the gauge-invariant density-density
and the current-current correlation functions. It is found that there are important
cancellations between the self-energy corrections and the vertex corrections due to the
Ward-identity. As a result, the density-density and the current-current correlation
functions show a Fermi-liquid behavior for all ratios of w and vFq. From these results,
one may suspect whether the divergent mass obtained from the self-energy has any
physical meaning.
In order to answer the question about the effective mass, it is important to exam-
ine other gauge-invariant quantities which may potentially show a divergent effective
mass. We have calculated the corrections to the activation energy gap and the cor-
responding effective mass by looking at the compressibility of the system. They are
turned out to be singular and consistent with the previous self-consistent treatment of
the self-energy. Therefore, the divergent effective mass does have a physical meaning.
At this point, it is clear that we need a unified framework to understand the
apparently different behaviors of these two diffrent results. In order to achieve this,
we construct a quantum Boltzman equation (QBE) which describes all the low energy
physics of the composite fermion system, and provide consistent explanation for the
previous calculations of response functions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Since the discovery of the integer (IQH) and fractional quantum Hall (FQH) effects
the two-dimensional electron system in strong magnetic fields has often surprised us.
Among recent developements, a lot of attention has been given to the appearance of
the new metallic state at the filling fraction v = 1/2 [1] and the associated Shubnikov-
de Haas oscillations of the longitudinal resistance around v = 1/2 [2, 3]. The similarity
between these phenamena near v = 1/2 and those of electrons in weak magnetic fields
was successfully explained by the composite fermion approach [4]. Using the fermionic
Chern-Simons gauge theory of the composite fermions [5, 6], Halperin, Lee, and Read
(HLR) developed a theory that describes the new metallic state at v = 1/2 [6].
A composite fermion is obtained by attaching an even number 2n of flux quanta
to an electron and the transformation can be realized by introducing an appropriate
Chern-Simons gauge field [4, 5, 6]. At the mean field level, one takes into account
only the average of the statistical magnetic field due to the attached magnetic flux. If
the interaction between fermions is ignored, the system can be described as the free
fermions in an effective magnetic field AB = B - B1/2n, where B1/2n = 2nnehc/e is
the averaged statistical magnetic field and n, is the density of electrons. Therefore,
in the mean field theory, the FQH states with v = P can be described as the IQH2np+l 1
state of the composite fermions with p filled Landau levels occupied in an effective
magnetic field AB [4, 5, 6]. In particular, AB = 0 at the filling fractions v = 1/2n so
that the ground state of the system is the filled Fermi sea with a well defined Fermi
wave vector kF [6, 7]. As a result, the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations near v = 1/2
can be explained by the presence of a well defined Fermi wave vector at v = 1/2 [6].
The mean field energy gap of the system with v = 2 in the p -+ oc limit is given
by Eg = eB, where m is the mass of the composite fermions. Note that, in the large
w, limit, the finite m is caused by the Coulomb interaction between the fermions.
The effective mass mn should be chosen such that the Fermi energy EF is given by the
Coulomb energy scale.
There are a number of experiments which show that there is a well defined Fermi
wave vector at v = 1/2 [8, 9, 10]. They observed the geometrical resonances between
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the semiclassical orbit of the composite fermions and another length scale artificially
introduced to the system near v = 1/2.
However, it is possible that the fluctuations and the two-particle interactions,
which are ignored in the mean field theory, are very important. Note that the density
fluctuations correspond to the fluctuations of the statistical magnetic field. Therefore,
the density fluctuations above the mean field state induces the gauge field fluctuations
[5, 6]. If the fermions are interacting via a two-particle interaction v(q) = Vo/q2-'7(1 <
7 < 2), the effects of the gauge field fluctuations can be modified. In fact, the
gauge field fluctuations become more singular as the interaction range becomes shorter
(larger ). The reason is that the longer range interaction (smaller r7) suppresses
more effectively the density fluctuations, thus it induces the less singular gauge field
fluctuations. Therefore, it is important to examine whether the mean field Fermi-
liquid state is stable against the gauge field fluctuations which also includes the effects
of the two-particle interaction.
One way to study the stability of the mean field Fermi-liquid state is to examine
the low energy behavior of the self-energy correction induced by the gauge field fluc-
tuations. It is found that the most singular contribution to the self-energy E(k,w)
comes from the transverse part of the gauge field fluctuations [6, 11]. The lowest
order perturbative correction to the self-energy (due to the transeverse gauge field)
2
is calculated by several authors [6, 11, 13]. It turns out that Re E Im E . wl+1
for I < < 2 and Re E - w In w, Im E w for tV = I (Coulomb interaction).
Thus the Landau criterion for the quasi-particle is violated in the case of 1 < 71 < 2
and the case of 77 = 1 shows the marginal Fermi liquid behavior. In either cases, the
effective mass of the fermions diverges, as m*/m oc 7kl7-+1 for I < r < 2 and as
m*/m c Iln kl for r1 = 1, where k = - ~/ and p is the chemical potential [6].
In a self-consistent treatment of the self-energy [6, 13], the energy gap of the
system in the presence of a small effective magnetic field AB can be determined as
Egx | ABI 2 for 1 < < 2 and Eg c IAn BI for l7= 1. Therefore, the energy gap of
the system vanishes faster than the mean field prediction or equivalently the effective
mass diverges in a singular way as v = 1/2 is approached. These results suggest that
the effective Fermi velocity of the fermion v goes to zero at v = 1/2 even though
the Fermi wave vector kF is finite and the quasi-particles have a very short life time
T ~ (T/EF)-2/(1+±) (1/EF), where T is the temperature and EF is the Fermi energy.
However, the recent magnetic focusing experiment [10] suggests that the fermion has
a long life time or a long mean free path which seems inconsistent with the above
picture.
In particular, since the one-particle Green's function is not gauge-invariant, the
singular self-energy could be an artifact of the gauge choice. Therefore, it is very
important to study gauge-invariant objects like two-particle Green's functions or re-
sponse functions to see what are the conditions under which the divergent effective
mass is observable. One important question is whether the divergent effective mass
obtained from the self-energy correction has any physical meaning. If it has a physical
significance, it is also necessary to reconcile the result of the self-energy calculation
and the existing experiments. It is the purpose of this thesis to propose a unified
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framework to understand these theoretical and experimantal findings. In the next
section, we introduce the model and review one-particle Green's function and the
lowest order perturbative correction to the self-energy. In section 1.3, we will briefly
summarize the important results we got and give the outline of the thesis.
1.2 The Model and the One-Particle Properties
The two dimensional electrons interacting via a two-particle interaction can be trans-
formed to the composite fermions interacting via the same two-partice interaction
and also coupled to an appropriate Chern-Simons gauge field which appears due to
the statistical magnetic flux quanta attached to each electron [5, 6]. The model can
be constructed as follows (h = e = c = 1).
z=J D ' D D* a e if d 2r £ (1.1)
where the Lagrangian density is
1 = *(do + iao -- )- 1*(i - iai + iAi)22m
--- aO' i aj + - d2r' +*(r)(r) v(r - r') *(r')(r'), (1.2)
where 0 represents the fermion field and q is an even number 2n which is the number
of flux quanta attached to an electron, and v(r) oc Vo/r" is the Fourier transform of
v(q) = Vo/q2-7 (1 < 7 < 2) which represents the interaction between the fermions.
A is the external vector potential (B = V x A) and we choose the Coulomb gauge
V a = 0 for the Chern-Simons gauge field. Note that the integration over ao enforces
the following constraint:
V x a = 27ro *(r)o(r) , (1.3)
which represents the fact that ~ number of flux quanta are attached to each electron.
The saddle point of the action is given by the following conditions:
V x (a) = 27r ne = B 2n and (ao) = 0. (1.4)
Therefore, at the mean field level, the fermions see an effective magnetic field (A =
A-(a)):
AB = V x A = B- B1 /2n, (1.5)
which becomes zero at the Landau level filling factor v = 1/2n. The IQH effect
of the fermions may appear when the effective Landau level filling factor p = 2
becomes an integer. This implies that the real external magnetic field is given by
B = B1/2n + AB = 2 Tne (2np+) which corresponds to a FQH state of electrons with
the filling factor v = -l.2nps of the Chern-Simons gauge field, a, = can be incor-
The fluctuations of the Chern-Simons gauge field, 6a, = a - (a,), can be incor-
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perated as follows.
Z = J D D+* Da, e if dt d2r (1.6)
where
1 iL = 0*(o i ao -- ) -*(i i 6a + iai  Ai) 2 - ao je i aj
2m 2wq$
+ (2 d2r' (V x a(r)) v(r - r') (V x a(r')) (1.7)
After integrating out the fermions and including gauge field fluctuations within the
random phase approximation (RPA) [6], the effective action of the gauge field can be
obtained as
1 d2 q dwSeff = (2) 2 2 a* (q,w) D (q,w,AB) a, (q,) , (1.8)
where Dt,-J(q, w, AB) was calculated by several authors [6, 36, 37]. For our purpose,
the 2 x 2 matrix form for D 1 is sufficient so that Ai, v = 0, 1 and 1 represents the
direction that is perpendicular to q. In particular, when AB = 0, the gauge field
propagator has the following form [6]:
D - l(q , w ) r = 27r (1.9)PV(·· =((i- -Q -iyaq + (q)q (1.9)
27r4 q
where 7 = 2n and (q) = 1 + (q) Since the most singular contribution to the
_Y k, 24rm (2xo)2'
self-energy correction comes from the transverse part of the gauge field [6, 11], we
concentrate on the effect of the transverse gauge field fluctuations. In the infrared
limit, the transeverse gauge field propagator can be taken as [6, 13, 15]
Dll(q, w) = i q ' (1.10)
where X= 24Im + (2 -- for = 2 and X = -- for 1 < < 2.247m (27o-)2 (27ro)2
Since the calculations in chapter 2 are done in Euclidean space-time, it is worth-
w:hile to explain the derivation of the gauge field propagator in Euclidean formalism.
T:he effective action of the gauge field is now given by [6, 11, 12]
f d2q d
Seff = 2 (2 )2 2 (q, w) D7J(q,iw) av(q,w) (1.11)
where
D-1I( I° -27-L1~O 2i )· (1.12)' k( aX 1 + ( v(q) q ) (1.12)
II'O and IH°1 are given by the one-loop diagrams in Figures 1-1 (a) and (b) respectively.
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(a)
+
(b)
Figure 1-1: The one-loop diagrams for Ilog (a) and for TI° (b). The solid line is
the bare fermion propagator and the wavy line represents the gauge field propagator.
These are the leading order diagrams of 00oo and nIll in the 1/N expansion of a large
N generalized theory.
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In the limit of w << VFq, one can find that [6, 11, 12]
°° = 2a - v--Fq
+1 Il _ 2n~j _q2kF q 247rm
IWI 2
- , 
l + X0q 2 (1.13)
q
Therefore, the diagonal components of the gauge field propagator can be expressed
as
oo= 27r vFq
D11 = ,,w_ + (q)q 2
q
, 1- + xql , (1.14)
q
where X is the same as that in Eq. (1.10).
Since the longitudinal part of the gauge field is screened, the transverse part of the
gauge field dominates the physics. The one-loop self energy correction (in Euclidean
space) due to the transverse part of the gauge field is calculated as (Figure 1-2)
[6, 11, 13]
Z(k,iw) = J q Go(k + q, iw + iv) Dll(q, iv)(27r) 2 27r m
2
--i A w11+7 sgn(w) , (1.15)
where )A = VF (1.16)
47r sin(-,) Y 7+x (1.16)
and GO1 (k, iw) = iW- k (k = 2m L). The self energy as a function of real
frequency Q (in the Minkowski space) can be obtained from the analytic continuation
of E(k, iw), i. e., E(k, Q) = E(k, iw -- Q + i6). Note that IIm E(k, Q) oc I l+7 > IQI
for sufficiently small Q or IQI < A- (r > 1). Therefore, the quasi-particle (the
dressed fermion) is not well defined.
This can be also seen from the spectral function of fermions. The spectral function
can be obtained from the imaginary part of the retarded Green's function: A(k, Q) =
-1 Im GR(k, Q) = -1 Im G(k, iw -+ Q + i), where G-l(k, iw) = Gol(k, i) -
(k, iw). In the low frequency limit,
i A2 I[ + , sgn(f~)A(k, Q) A2 Q s (1.17)
(X IA [ 21+ - k)2 + (X2 I )2
13
Figure 1-2: The diagram that corresponds to the one-loop correction to the fermion
self-energy. The solid line is the bare fermion propagator and the wavy line represents
the gauge field propagator
where Al A cos [A (n+l)] and 2 /= sin [2 (n)] for 7r > 1. Note that the
maximu of AXk, fapears at 2 (-i7+1 2 i
1±2
maximum of A(k, Q) appears at Q - () 2 . However, the width of the broad peak
1+n7
is also order AQ () 2 Therefore, the Landau criterion for the existence of
quasi-particles (AQ << Q) is marginally violated.
If we assumed that there is a well-defined Fermi wave vector kF = (4lrnf)1/2 and
tried to fit the'result to the usual quasi-particle picture, the energy spectrum of the
quasi-particle would be [6, 13]
ek cx Ik- kF' 2 (1.18)
for k sufficiently close to kF. From k = k the effective mass diverges as
*k k=kF'
m' oc k-kFI - 2 OC Ik[- +1 (1.19)
This suggests that at least some modifications to the conventional Fermi-liquid theory
are necessary as far as the one-particle Green's function is concerned.
There have been also some nonperturbative calculations of the one-particle Green's
function [17, 18, 19, 23], which were motivated by the singular perturbative correction
at low energies. The results look very different from that obtained by the lowest
order perturbative calculation and even exponentially decaying one-particle Green's
function is found in the so-called eikonal limit [19].
From these results, one may doubt the validity of the quasi-particle picture al-
though a modified Fermi liquid description is proposed [6]. However, one should also
remember that the one-particle Green's function is not gauge invariant. This can be
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easily seen in the path integral representation of the one-particle Green's function
[11, 17] of a fermion interacting with a gauge field, i.e., each path acquires a phase
factor ei fo dt'a(r,t').dr/dt' which is manifestly not gauge invariant. Therefore, it is very
important to examine gauge-invariant quantities. One of the purposes of this thesis
is examine these gauge-invariant quantities.
1.3 Overview of the Results and Outline of the
Thesis
As mentioned in section 1.1, the one-particle Green's function is not gauge-invariant,
so the singular self-energy could be an artifact of the gauge choice. In chapter 2, we
address this question and examine the lowest order perturbative corrections to the
gauge-invariant density-density and the current-current correlation functions [13]. It
is found that there are important cancellations between the self-energy corrections
and the vertex corrections due to the Ward-identity [13, 14]. As a result, the density-
density and the current-current correlation functions show a Fermi-liquid behavior
for all ratios of w and VFq [13]. In particular, the edge of the particle-hole continuum
w = vFq is essentially not changed, which may suggest a finite effective mass. From
the current-current correlation function, the transport scattering rate (due to the
4
transverse part of the gauge field) is given by 1/Ttr c w +,7 << cw after the cancellation
2(The scattering rate would be much larger 1/Ttr oc W 1+ > had we ignored the
vertex correction) [13]. Therefore, the fermions have a long transport life time which
explains a long free path in the magnetic focusing experiment. From these results,
one may suspect whether the divergent mass obtained from the self-energy has any
physical meaning.
However, due to the absence of the underlying quasi-particle picture, we cannot
simply conclude that the fermions have a finite effective mass associated with the
long life time which was obtained from the small q and w behaviors of the density-
density and the current-current correlation functions. In fact, it is found that 2kF
response functions show singular behaviors compared to the usual Fermi liquid theory
[14]. We also like to mention that the recent experiments on the Shbunikov-de Hass
oscillations 3] have observed some features which were interpretated as a sign of the
divergent effective mass of the fermions as v = 1/2 is approached. The experimen-
tally determined effective mass diverges in a more singular way than any theoretical
prediction. However, their determination of the effective mass is based on a theory
for the non-interacting fermions and also the disorder effect is very important near
v = 1/2 because the static fluctuations of the density due to the impurities induces an
additional static random magnetic field. Since there is no satisfactory theory in the
presence of disorder., it is difficult to compare the present theory and the experiments.
In order to answer the question about the effective mass, it is important to exam-
ine other gauge-invariant quantities which may potentially show a divergent effective
mass. In chapter 3, we calculated the lowest order perturbative correction to the
compressibility with a fixed AB, which shows a thermally activated behavior when
15
the chemical potential lies exactly at the middle of the successive effective Landau
levels [15]. It turns out that the corrections to the activation energy gap and the cor-
responding effective mass are singular and consistent with the previous self-consistent
treatment of the self-energy [6]. Thus it is necessary to understand the apparently
different behaviors of the density-density correlation function at v = 1/2 and the
activation energy gap determined from the compressibility near v = 1/2.
One resolution of the problem was suggested by Stern and Halperin [16] within the
usual Landau-Fermi-liquid theory framework. The idea is that both of the effective
mass and the Landau-interaction-function are singular in such a way that they cancel
each other in the density-density correlation function. Recently, Stern and Halperin
[16] put forward this idea and construct a Fermi-liquid-theory of the fermion-gauge
system in the case of Coulomb interaction. Even though the use of the Landau-
Fermi-liquid theory or equivalently the existence of the well defined quasi-particles
can be marginally justified in the case of the Coulomb interacion, it is necessary
to construct a more general framework which applies to the arbitrary two-particle
interaction (1 < 7 < 2 as well as r = 1) and allows us check the validity of the
Fermi liquid theory and to judge when the divergent mass shows up. In particular, it
is worthwhile to provide a unified picture for understanding the previous theoretical
studies.
In the usual Fermi-liquid theory, the quantum Boltzmann equation (QBE) of the
quasi-particles provides the useful informations about the low lying excitations of
the system. In chapter 4, we construct a similar QBE which describes all the low
energy physics of the composite fermion system. We use the non-equilibrium Green's
function technique [32, 33, 34, 35] to derive the new QBE and calculate the generalized
Landau-interaction-function which has the frequency dependence as well as the usual
angular dependence due to the retarded nature of the gauge interaction.
By studing the dynamical properties of the collective modes using the QBE, we
find that the smooth fluctuations of the Fermi surface show the usual Fermi-liquid
behavior, while the rough fluctuations show the singular behavior determined by
the singular self-energy correction. From these results, we find that the density-
density and the current-current correlation functions, being dominated by the smooth
fluctuations of the Fermi surface, show the usual Fermi-liquid behavior. On the other
hand, the energy gap away from v = 1/2 is determined by the behaviors of the rough
fluctuations of the Fermi surface so that the singular mass correction shows up in the
energy gap of the system.
The outline of the thesis is as follows. In chapter 2, gauge-invariant density-
density and current-current correlation functions (at v = 1/2) are examined in the
long wavelength and the low frequency limit. In chapter 3, we calculate the finite
temperature compressibility of the system near v = 1/2 and extract the information
about the energy gap of the system. In chapter 4, the QBE of the fermion-gauge-field
system is derived and is used to explain the previous theoretical and experimental
findings.
16
Chapter 2
Gauge-invariant Response
Functions at v- 1/2
2.1 Introduction
The problem of two-dimensional fermions interacting with a gauge field appears also
in a gauge theory of the normal state of high temperature superconductors (HTSC)
[11, 12], which corresponds to the case of i7 = 2. Besides the real examples, this
problem has been studied as a potential example of non-Fermi liquids [21, 17, 18, 19,
23, 25, 24, 22, 20]. This is due to the fact that, as shown in chapter 1, the transverse
part of the gauge field makes the self-energy correction singular. Note that, even in
the lowest order, the singular self energy correction makes the effective mass of the
fermion divergent so that the usual single particle picture breaks down [6].
In this chapter, we concentrate on the effects of the transverse part of the gauge
field to the gauge-invariant correlation functions at v = 1/2. In contrast to the usual
long-range interactions such as the Coulomb interaction, the transverse part of the
gauge field cannot be screened because the gauge invariance requires the gauge field
to be massless in the absence of symmetry breaking [21, 27, 28]. Thus, one can expect
that the long-range interaction due to the transverse part of the gauge field may give
rise to non-Fermi-liquid-like behaviors. Note that the singular self-energy correction
makes perturbative calculation unreliable at low energies. This motivated several
non-perturbative calculations of one-particle Green's function of fermions which show
highly non-Fermi-liquid-like behaviors [17, 18, 19, 23].
However, the singular self-energy correction in the one-particle Green's function
(which leads to divergent effective mass [6]) could be an artifact of the gauge choice
rather than a property of physical quasi-particles. It is possible that some singularities
in the gauge-dependent one-particle Green's function simply do not appear in gauge-
invariant correlation functions. One purpose of this chapter is to examine some gauge-
invariant response functions in order to determine whether the singular behaviors in
the one-particle Green's function appear in gauge-invariant correlation functions or
not.
The importance of the gauge-invariance in calculating correlation functions can
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be also seen in the following example. The leading order corrections (up to two-loop
level) to the transverse polarization function (or current-current correlation function)
are given by the diagrams in Figure 2-1 (a)-(d).
Note that the sum of contributions from Figures 2-1 (a)-(d) is not gauge-invariant
because they contain only self-energy corrections but do not contain the vertex cor-
rection. For concreteness, let us consider the case of = 2, which corresponds to the
case of HTSC and the short-range interaction between fermions in HFLL. We also
consider Q << VFq and q << kF limits. In this case, it can be shown that the correction
to the transverse polarization function due to the self-energy corrections (given by
Fig. 2-1 (a)-(d)) has the following form:
m2 vk 32 ___X)2/6 Im Hll(q,Q ) F (2.1)27ry vFq kFq
while the contribution from the free fermions is given by
Im l (q, Q) = mVF - (2.2)27r Fq
where 1 denotes the direction which is perpendicular to q. One can see that the
correction 6 Im Ml would be more singular than the free fermion contribution Im HI°1
if q, Q - 0 limit was taken with fixed Q/vFq < 1. This result suggests that the
perturbative expansion breaks down at low energies and the Fermi-liquid criterion
are violated. Thus the gauge-dependent correction (which comes from the self-energy
correction) to the transverse polarization function provides a similar picture as that
from the singular one-particle Green's function [29].
Nevertheless, the perturbative corrections to the correlation functions should be
calculated in a gauge-invariant way, thus one has to include the contributions from the
vertex correction. The contribution to the transverse polarization function Im Ivl
coming from the vertex correction contains a singular term which exactly cancels the
singular contribution from the self-energy correction. Thus, the remnant terms in
6 Im Ill provide the lowest order corrections to the transverse polarization function
and have the following form:
6 Im 1, - 6 Im Ml- F a + b x(2.3)[ IF
'y vFq [i1 b kFq ' (2.3)
where a, b are dimensionless constants. One can see that the corrections calculated
in a gauge-invariant way are always much less than the free fermion contribution
as far as Q << vFq and q << kF limits are concerned. Therefore, the perturbative
expansion works quite well in this regime, at least up to the leading order gauge
field corrections, and there is no need to go beyond the perturbation theory at this
order. The validity of the perturbative expansion also indicates that the transverse
polarization function is well described by the Fermi-liquid theory in the region of
< vFq and q << kF. This provides a very different picture from that obtained
through the gauge-dependent one-particle Green's function.
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(a) (c)
(b) (d)
Figure 2-1: The diagrams that correspond to the (1/N)°th order contributions to 11
in the 1/N expansion. In the coupling constant expansion, (a)-(d) correspond to the
two-loop diagrams.
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(e)
(f)
(g)
Figure 2-1: The diagrams that correspond to the (1/
in the 1/N expansion (continued).
N)°th order contributions to I11
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In this chapter, we examine several gauge-invariant two-particle Green's functions
or response functions in the limit of low frequency and long wavelength. It is shown
that all the leading singular contributions from the self-energy correction are cancelled
by the contributions from the vertex correction in systematic perturbation theories
(which guarantee the gauge-invariance in each order of the perturbative expansion).
This cancellation is essentially due to the Ward identity. It is found that singular
corrections to the two-particle Green's function do not appear for all ratios of Q/vFq
as far as the limit of low frequency and long wavelength limit is concerned. This kind
of cancellation was also discussed by Ioffe and Kalmeyer [30] for a static gauge field.
Recently, Khveshchenko and Stamp [19] performed non-perturbative calculations of
one-particle and two-particle Green's functions using the so-called eikonal approxi-
mation. Even though they obtained a highly singular one-particle Green's function,
the singularity does not show up in two-particle Green's functions for small q and Q2
in. this approximation.
We also show explicitly that the gauge field propagator is not renormalized by the
fluctuations beyond RPA up to two-loop order. Non-renormalization of the gauge field
propagator was first; discussed by Polchinski [20] in the framework of a self-consistent
approach. In this approach, it is assumed that the dispersion relation of fermions is
given by w c k/2 (k = k2 /2m - l) and that of the gauge field is given by Q c iq3 ,
which are the results of one-loop corrections. Ignoring vertex correction by assuming
the existence of a Migdal-type theorem, he showed that the assumed one-particle
Green's function is self-consistent, and the polarization function is given by the same
form as that of free fermions Im fI°1 =-(mv/27r) (Q/vFq) for Q < 1/3x2/3q3/2
As a result, the gauge field propagator is not renormalized because the dispersion
relation of the gauge field is given by Q2 c iq3. However, we would like to remark that
his result is quite different from those obtained in this paper. One can check that the
polarization function in the self-consistent approach has a different from compared to
that of Fermi liquid for Q > 71/3X2/3q3/2. However, in our perturbative calculation,
the cancellation of anomalous terms from self-energy and vertex corrections leads to
the result that the polarization functions have Fermi liquid forms for all q and Q as
far as both are small.
We have made several explicit calculations of two-particle Green's functions. In
particular, we consider v(q) = Vo/q2-7 (v(r) oc Vo/r 7, 1 < 71 < 2) which corresponds
to the interaction between fermions in the problem of HFLL. We will present the
non-analytic contributions (due to the gauge field fluctuations) to the two-particle
Green's functions. The transverse polarization function Il1 (q, Q) up to two-loop
order is found to have the following form. For 2 < vFq, we get
Im 1n:1 (q, ) _ mVF 1-a mVF ( ) /x) - b mVF (Q2/) 4)2- r vFq b k J (2.4"7 2 k~ k
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while for Q > vFq,
1 + 7 1 VF 1+7 3- 3 X177 fin I, (q, Q) - Q 1+ 1 + c MV 2( )387r2(5 + 77) sin (12r) m F1+7 ( Q+ .
(2.5)
where a, b, c are positive dimensionless constants.
The density-density correlation function fI00(q, Q) is also calculated. We have a
formula valid for any ratio of Q/vFq as long as Q and q are small (see Eq. (2.63)),
but here we just discuss limiting cases. For << vFq, we have
m 2 1 + 1 1 +/ 3- g 
Im Il00(q, Q) 1- +27 VFq 47r(5 + T77) cos (17r) kFm X VFq
(2.6)
On the other hand, for Q > vFq,
3-T/
1+77 1 Ifyl+ 3-7vq2Im 1100 (q, £) - -v__28rIm 2(5+7 ) sin (i) kF x + ( (2.7)
Note that Im Fll(q 2 0,£2) = vq2 Im IHoo(q -+ 0,) is satisfied as it should be.
Eqs. (2.4)- (2.7) are the main results of this paper.
From the above gauge-invariant correlation functions, one can see that
1) The corrections are irrelevant in the small q and Q2 limit regardless of the
way how q and Q approach to zero (for example, q -+ 0 limit may be taken first
or - 0 first, etc.). Therefore, non-perturbative calculations are not necessary.
However, the sub-leading contributions are in general non-analytic due to the long
range nature of the gauge interaction. The non-analytic sub-leading terms may have
some experimental consequences. For example, the NMR relaxation rate 1/T1 in the
problem of HTSC can be determined from Il00(q, Q). At low temperatures we have
1 1
T1T Oc lim - Im Ioo(q, Q) (2.8)
-
where IIoo plays the role of spin susceptibility in HTSC. Eq. (2.6) implies the following
non-analytic correction to the free fermion result (only contributions from small q are
considered) o 1 - A T 1+ , , where A is a constant and the first term is the result
of Fermi liquid. Notice that this result is in disagreement with a result based on a
renormalization group approach obtained in Ref. [24], even near 77 = 1. For HTSC
r = 2 and T1- c 1- A T7/3 . Note that the non-analytic correction is very small so
that the Fermi liquid form is preserved.
2) q -+ 0 limit of the transverse polarization function indicates that the transport
4
scattering rate rtr (which determines the DC conductivity) scales as Ftr c Q£1+ at
low frequencies (see Eq. (2.38) for more details). This result can be also obtained
from the coefficient of the term which is proportional to q2 in Im HI00(q, Q), and the
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relation Im Y11(q - 0, Q) = vTIm Ho00 (q -+ 0, Q). This result exactly agrees with
that obtained by a different approach [11]. Note that Ftr < Q for 1 < r < 2.
3) From Eq. (2.4), one can see that the gauge field corrections are smaller than the
result of free fermions along the curve Q oc ql+7 which is the dispersion relation of the
gauge field. Therefore, the gauge field propagator is not renormalized. As mentioned
above, non-renormalization of the gauge field propagator was first discussed in Ref.
[20] within a self-consistent argument.
4) For r < 2, the gauge field corrections to the polarization functions are less
singular than the result of the free fermions for Q < vFq. In particular, the edge of
the particle-hole continuum in Im HIl and Im HI00 still occurs at Q - fvFq, where F
is finite and shifted from the bare fermi velocity as in the usual Fermi liquid theory.
We conclude that the two-particle Green's functions are consistent with those of a
Fermi-liquid with a finite effective mass. However, a combination of a divergent mass
and divergent Fermi-liquid parameters cannot be ruled out.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as the following. In section 2.2, the
transverse polarization function for q -+ 0 case is calculated. The cancellation of
anomalous terms (coming from the self energy and the vertex correction) up to
(1/N)°th order is explicitly shown (where N is the number of species of fermions).
We also discuss the optical conductivity using the information of the calculated trans-
verse polarization function. In section 2.3, we calculate the transverse polarization
function for finite q << kF case. It is also argued that the gauge field propagator is
not renormalized up to two-loop order. In section 2.4, the density-density correlation
function is calculated up to two-loop order for finite q < kF. In section 2.5, the
results are compared to the conventional Fermi-liquid theory and their implication is
discussed. We conclude this chapter in section 2.6.
2.2 The Transverse Polarization Function for q -+
0 and Optical Conductivity
Let us consider a large N generalized model, where N is the number of species of
fermions. In this model, each fermion bubble carries a factor of N and each gauge
field line gives a factor of 1/N. Thus, for example, HII and Hi obtained in the
previous section should be multiplied by N.
In this section, we consider only the q -+ 0 case of the transverse polarization
function: 111 (q - 0, iv). However, the relevant diagrams are the same even for
q $ 0 case. The leading order contribution is II°l which is proportional to N. The
relevant diagrams in the next order (i.e. (1/N)°th order) are given by Figure 2-1
(a)-(g). For convenience let us define the following quantities: I(1) - (a) + (b) and
I(1 = (c) + (d). The formal expressions of these quantities for q O0 case are given
by
'1 -J d(2r) d 2I2 -(2 E ] (k, i) [Go(k, iw)]2 Go(k, iw +iv) , (2.9)
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= - d2k dw
(27r)2 2w
k2 - (k. q)2 
m2 Z(k, iw + iv) [Go(k, iw + iv)]2 Go(k, iw) .
(2.10)
These two equations can be rewritten as
- J d2k dw k2 - (k1 )2
(27) 2 2 m 2
Z(k, iw)
iv
x ([Go(k, iw)]2 - Go(k, iw) Go(k, iw + iv)) ,
j d2k d k2 _(k qe)2 E(k, iw + iv)
x (o(,)2 -27r iv
x ([Go(k, i + iv)]2 -Go(k, i + iv) Go(k, i))
If we add Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.12), the first terms in each polarization bubble are
cancelled by each other and the remaning parts give us
11+ n11
Jd2k d
(2w) 2 21r
x
k2 - (k q)2
m 2
E(k, i + iv) , ,, . rf, t , I..NE(k, iw) - (2.13)
Wv
From the above expression, it can be easily seen that the contributions from (b) and
(cd) are automatically cancelled because the self energy corrections in these diagrams
are just the same constants.
Next we consider the diagram given in Figure 2-1 (e).
the vertex correction for q -+ 0 case (Figure 2-2):
F (k, q -+ 0; i, iv)
d2q' dv' (kl +q) [k2- (k .i)2
(27r)2 27r m m2
Here we have to include
xGo(k + q', iw + iv') Go(k + q', iw + iv' + i) Dll(q', iv')
Then II(3)(q -+ , iv) can be written as
i(3 ) _2 dw
11 - (27r) 2 2w
= (13,1) + 3,2)
1 1 1 1 
kil
m Fl(k, q - O; iw, iv) Go(k, iw) Go(k, iw + iv)
_ d2k dw
(27r)2 27r
k2- (k. q)2
m2 Go(k, iw) Go(k, iw + iv)
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and
(2)
11
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.14)
where
1(3,1)11
(2.15)
L)
- f A Y K · ·'1,}I nIY K '1t 1 + IJ.-- \R) WU 'm -J~Lk vwT C ,#) 
Figure 2-2: The diagram that corresponds to the lowest-order vertex correction
Fro(k, q, iw, iv) or F 1(k, q, iw, iv).
x d2q' dv' [k2 _ (k- q) 2(21r)2 2 m2
xGo(k + q', iw + iv') Go(k + q', iw + iv' + iv) D1 (q', iv') , (2.16)
and
r(3,2) - rd 2k dw
11 = ](2)2 2Go(k, iw) Go(k, iw + iv)(27) 2 271'
d2q' dv' (qikl [k2 _ (k- 4)2'
xGo(k + q', iw + iv') Go(k + q', iw + iv' + iv) Dl(q', iv') . (2.17)
Here we would like to point out that (3,1) is more singular than (3,2) . This can be
easily seen from the fact that 1(32) can be obtained by replacing k/m 2 [k - (k q)2
in the integrand of Eq. (2.16) by qkl/m 2 . Using q = qll sin kq + q cos kq andIk~j C 0k Ind
~k+q - k + VFqll + q/2m, one can do the integrals over qll and q in Eq. (2.17).
Since the contribution from q cos kq term becomes an odd function of q, this
term vanishes. By a formal manipulation, one can replace q by q'2/kF so that q'
factor becomes effectively (q'2/kF) sin kq. Since the integrand is dominated by
I' '" (X/Y) q +7 scaling given by the pole of the gauge field propagator, replacing
kl by q gives rise to an additional factor which is proportional to vldI. Therefore,
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(32 ) should be less singular than II3') by the factor Ivl +i in the low frequency
lijmit.
Note that II|3,1) can be rewritten as
_ f d2k
J(27r) 2
dw
27r
k2 _ (k. q)2'
m 2 ro(k, q -+ 0; iw, iv)Go(k, iw) Go(k, iw + iv) ,
(2.18)
where o7 is the scalar vertex:
ro(k, q; iw, iv)
(271r)2 2 m2
xGo(k + q', iw + iv') Go(k + q' + q, iw + iv' + iv) D1(q', iv') (2.19)
From the relation,
Z(k, i) - E(k, iw + iv)
J d2q' dv' [k 2 _ (k ') 2
('27r)2 27r m 2
x [Go(k + q', iw + iv') - Go(k + q', iw + iv' + iv)]
d2q' dv'
f (27r) 22
D (q', iv')
[2 - (k. )2
2 iFM
XGo(k + q', iw + iv') Go(k + q', iw + iv' + iv) Dl(q', iv'). (2.20)
we get the following identity:
Y(k, iw) - Z(k, iw + iv) = F(k, q 0; i, iv)
iv (2.21)
This is nothing but the Ward identity. From Eqs. (2.13), (2.18), and (2.21), we have
rI -(1)+ z + (2 1~' = . (2.22)
Now the remaining piece is just 31 2). Following the procedures of integration men-
tioned above, in the low frequency limit, we get
1+ir
47r2 (5 + r) sin (7)7r
VF / +1 33-.-=
m X 1+7
Here it is worthwhile to compare this result with 1 1) + (2) and -(3 1), i.e., the
results before cancellation. By a straightforward calculation, one can get
) r(2) 2 (1 + ) 2 (2.21 +1 - 7r m v4F V+1. (2.24)7I (3od + cu v)
In order to calculate -11), the vertex correction should be calculated. The vertex
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i11(,2) 
1 1 (2.23)
correction ro(k, q -+ 0; iw, iv) is found to be
VF I 1
27r sin ( 2,) 
Using Eqs. (2.18) and (2.25),
2 2
1 +7r
sgn(w) ( w + vl) sgn(w + v)
I(2.25)
fl31) can be calculated as
m F
27r2 sin ( 1+2 )
1 + r/
k3+71J
1
--1 2
Y7 +1 X1+7
v-n+1V1- 17+1 (2.26)
Note that, as mentioned above, II() + l(2) and (31) are more singular than 1(3,2) by
2
v11-1+ in the low frequency limit. The important point is that these singular terms
are cancelled by each other due to the Ward identity.
Now let us look at the diagrams of (f) and (g). Let n(4 = (f) and (5 ) = (g).
The formal expressions of these diagrams for q -* 0 case are given by
d2q ' dv' d2 k' dw' d 2k " dw"
(2w)2 27r (27r)2 2 (27) 2 2r
2
[k * k/ - (k', q ) (, q ) ]D , (q', iv') Dll (q', iv' + iv)
xGo(k', iw') Go(k', iw' + iv) Go(k' - q', iw' - iv')
xGo(k", iw") Go(k", iw" + iv) Go(k" - q', iw" - iv')
d 2q' dv' d2k' dw' d2k" dw"
(27) 2 2 (27) 2 2r (2r) 2 2r
k" (k q) (k Dll (q', iv') D11 (q', iv' + iv)
xGo(k', iw') Go(k', iw' + iv) Go(k' - q', iw' - iv')
xGo(k", iw") Go(k", iw" + iv) Go(k" + q', iw" + iv' + iv)
(2.27)
(2.28)
By changing variables as q' - -q', v'
D1 (q", iv'), we get
n(4) + 5) 1 d2q
'
2 (27r)2
[d 2 k
x[(27r)2 dw kl
27r m
-- -v' - v and using D11 (-q',-iv') =
( sin kq)
m
x (Go(k + q', iw + iv'+ iv) + (
Go(k, iw) Go(k, iw + iv)
ToYk- q',iw- iv')),2To(k- q', i- iv')) 
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and
dvl'
' Dl l (q', iv') Dl l (q', iv'+ iv)
(2.29)
=
where Okq' is the angle between k and q'. In the low frequency limit, we get
(4) + (5) , VF ,)l+ 3-7
11 11 -cl- 4 V 1+7 , (2.30)
m X+.
where cl is a constant. One can also show that
(4) ~/ -o -n+
yr+l X 1+7
3---3
(5)' M VF 77 1 VF /l7 3-r]5)1 Co F-1 2 IV +' -C1 - 4 IV 1+t (2.31)
'yr7+1 Xl+77 m X 1+r
where co is a constant. That is, there is also a cancellation between the singular parts
of n (4) and (5)
Gathering all the previous informations and using II°1 (q - 0, iv) = we can
conclude that
3-V
Nn k'F Yl+. 3___
Nn k2 T IV+I (2.32)
m m X+7
up to (1/N)°th order, where c2 is a constant.
In order to calculate the optical conductivity, we have to consider the bubble
diagrams with two external lines that represent the coupling to the external vector
potential A, while the internal gauge field lines are due to a. There are additional
diagrams generated by ta,APO vertex. All the additional diagrams except one
(shown in Figure 2-3 (a)) vanish due to the symmetry of the integrand. A typical
diagram which vanishes is shown in Figure 2-3 (b).
It turns out that the diagram represented by Figure 2-3 (a) gives an imaginary
3-71
part which is higher order in frequency compared to jvl l+7 so that it is irrelevant in the
low freqency limit. Now we can use the imaginary part of the transverse polarization
function in the Minkowski space Hll(q -+ 0, Q) = I11 (q -+ 0, iv - Q + i6) to
calculate the real part of the optical conductivity:
Re (Q) = -e 2 Im Ill () (2.33)
From Eq. (2.32), Re u(Q) is given by
3-
2 kF /1+r7 Q- -2 r -1)Re a(Q) oc kF 2 Q2() (2.34)
m X 1+n
If there were no cancellation, the result would look quite different. For example, if
we did not consider the vertex correction, the result from 1() + rl(2) would be
e2rlv 3 27
Re ~n(Qa) e 2 mv2 1 + (2.35)
y rl7+1 X 1+7
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2-3: (a) The non-vanishing diagram generated by ta AAp vertex. (b) A
typical vanishing diagram generated by OitaAI"O vertex.
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where an, represents the conductivity without vertex correction.
Now we are going to show that the right answer given by Eq. (2.34) is con-
sistent with a modified Drude formula if we assume that the transport scatter-
ing rate (which is the inverse of the transport time Ttr) of the fermion is given by
r.tr(-) c N mkF (y+/X ) +
First of all, for later convenience, let us calculate the inverse of the transport time
T-r of the fermion [11] using the imaginary part of the self energy E(k, Q). For this
purpose, we can just include the factor 1 - cos O = 2 sin2(9/2) in the integrand of
the expression for Im E(k, Q), where E is the angle between the wave vector of the
fermion and that of the gauge field [11]. Using the fact that sin (0/2) ~ q/2kF and
q ( ) 1+ inside the integral [11], we get
3- I
1 1 1 1+7
-- 4 - __Ql+4 (2.36)
tor N mkF X 1+r
Therefore, we will essentially show that our result of the optical conductivity is con-
si;stent with the identification of Ftr = 1/Ttr or Ttr = TtOr in a modified Drude formula.
The Drude formula that is appropriate to the large N generalized model is given
by
Nne2 rtr
Re (Q) = m Q2 + Ft2 (2.37)
In the large N limit, if we assume rtr = 1/vtOr oC 1/N,
3-17Nne2 rtr e2 VF Y'+ Q-2( (2.38)
Re a(2) M (2.38)
This is the same result as that of Eq. (2.34). The result of Eq. (2.35) can be reproduced
DzC ' X 2 Q2in the same way if we assume that rtr(fl) Nx (mv3)(-+l X 1+7) Q1+ which
is essentially the imaginary part of the self energy (k, Q). Therefore, the optical
conductivity is consistent with the choice of 1/t°r rather than just the naive scattering
rate (given by the self energy) as the transport scattering rate. Since the singular
contribution, which gives Eq. (2.35), is cancelled by the vertex correction, we can
again say that the leading singular behaviors of one-particle properties do not show
up in the optical conductivity.
For finite temperature, one can replace Q by T in tr. Note that the DC-limit
of the optical conductivity Re r(f - 0) = Nne 1 cannot be obtained by the 1/Nm Ftr
expansion. However, one can infer the DC-limit by assuming that the full Re a(Q)
is given by Eq. (2.37) (with rtr = Ftr(T)) which is consistent with the result of the
4
large-N limit of the optical conductivity. If tr Tl+T was used, one would get
Re a(T) c T1+ [11]. One the other hand, one would get Re an(T) c T1+ if
2
rtr oc Tl+ was used. In Ref. [21], the authors concluded that the resistivity of the
system is proportional to T2/3 for the short-range interaction (77 = 2) and this is
consistent with the latter case. Therefore, our result is in disagreement with their
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conclusion about the resistivity.
2.3 The Transverse Polarization Function for Fi-
nite q << kF and Non-Renormalization of the
Gauge Field Propagator
It is not easy to find the polarization function for arbitrary q and v. However, some
simplifications can be made for q << kF case. In this section, we calculate Ill (q, iv)
for finite q < kF up to two-loop order. We set N = 1 first, and discuss the extension
to the large-N case later.
First of all, FI1) and HIj() for finite q have the following form:
_ f 2k dw
(27r) 2 27r
(27r)227r
k2- (k q )2
m2 (
2 E(
x [Go(k + q, iw + iv)]2 Go(k, iw) .
k, iw) [Go(k, iw)]2 Go(k + q, iw + iv) ,
k + q, iw + iv)
(2.39)
Using the similar method as that used in section 2.2, one can obtain
i(1 + n(2) d2k dw k2-(k) 2 Go(k, iw) Go(k + q, i + iv)(2k,)- 2q, mi
Y E(k, iw) - E(k + q, i + i) f
12.40)
iv - VFq COS 0 kq
Next we should consider the vertex correction (Figure 2-2) for finite q:
1F (k, q; iw, iv)
d2 q d /
= (2r)2 2 A(k, q, q') B(k, q, q')
xGo(k + q', iw + iv') Go(k + q'+ q, iw + iv' + iv) Dll(q',
where
A kl + q + q/2
m
iv') , (2.41)
kl + q1
B = 1-[(k -q'/2). (k + q + q'/2)-(k + q'/2) q' (k + q + q'/2). i'] (2.42)
For q << kF and kl m kF, the following approximation can be made
k2 _ (k. q') 2B (24.13
m \* .... !
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\,f
Using this approximation, one can show that
d2k dw
(27)2 2r
+(3,3)  ri(3,4)x11 q- x 1
-l F1 (k q;kl,,,, iw, iv) Go(k, iw) Go(k + q, iw + iv)
(2.44)
,3) d2 k dw k2 -(k. e)2
3)= _J d2k dw [k2-(k.l) 2 ] o(k,q;iw, iv) Go(k, iw
(2w) 2 27r m 2
r d2k dw
3 -I (2k)d 2 Go(k, iw) Go(k + q, iw + iv)
d2q' dv' qkl) [k2 _ -(k. ti)2
J(27r)2 27 M2 m
xGo(k -q', iw + iv') Go(k + q' + q, iw + iv' + iv) Di
First, let us calculate the scalar vertex part Fr(k,q; iw, iv).
) Go(k +
(q', iv') .
We use k+ql 
k+ vFql +q'2 /2m and Sk+q'+q k+VFql +vFq COS Okq+ qqL sin Okq+q'2/2m (where
qll = q' cos kq, and qL = q' sin Okq') to perform the integral in Eq. (2.19). Using the
fact that the important region of q' is the order of v +7 < 1 so that q'/k - q'/kF < 1,
we conclude [19, 22, 20] that qll/kF (q/kF) 2 and we can approximate the gauge
field propagator as D1 1(q', iv') 1/(ylv'l/lq' + xlq'I"). After performing qll integral,
we get
ro(k, q; iw, iv)
x
-iF J dv'
-- ~~~~~~~ -VF I 27 1 dqL (sgn(w +
1
v') - sgn(w + v + v'))
1
iv- vFq COS kq- mq sin 0 kqm
Now v' integral gives
v + iFq COS Okq +
+ Iw] sgn(w) -
+jq' 11+r/X In (1
iq -L sin kq
w + v"
q'i 11+7xJ
sgn(w + v)]
By changing variables, one can get the following formula.
ro0(k, q; iw, iv)
VF I 1
3 2 V + ivFq COS kq
(q/m) sin kq
VFq COS kq - iv
Iw[IY 1+
X
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n(3)11
where
q, iw + iv) ,
(2.45)
ro(k, q; iw, iv)
VF 1 JkF d
') 72 -kF
(2.46)
x [n (1 (2.47)
F (w, sgn(w)
1,IvI Xq'11 
2
"[(IwlYX 1~1+17
IW + (vYr i+
x sgn(w + v)] .
F (w + v,
Here F(w, x) is defined as
F(w, x) = Y dy lYI In (1 + jy')
/fc 
where Yc = kF (II) 1+. It can be easily shown that q - 0 limit of Eq. (2.48) is given
by Eq. (2.25). On the other hand, the self energy can be rewritten as
VFZ(k,w) - V
-,--rS
2
P17 1+"+7sgn(w) F(w, 0) (2.50)
Collecting these results, it can be shown that
J /I d21 dw [k2- (k.) 2 ] Go(k,iw) Go(k + q, iw+iv)
ivF 1F 1 [I(w) - I(w + v)] (2.51)
7r " VFq COS kq - iV
where
Iw= (l7 1+n
x [F w,
sgn(w)
(q/m) sin kq
VFq COs kq - iV
The integrals in Eq. (2.51) can be evaluated as the following. Using f d2k/(27r)2 =
(rn/27r) f dk f dOkq/27r, one can perform Ik integral easily. The angular integral over
06kq can be done by contour integration, which requires long algebraic manipulations.
The remaining w integral and the y integral in I(w) of Eq. (2.52) can be evaluated by
scaling the integration variables and expanding the integrand in some limits. More
details of the calculation will be demonstrated in the later evalution of the density-
density correlation function (see the discussions about Eqs. (2.61)- (2.63) in section
2.4) which can be more easily calculated. First, for Ivl < vFq,
4
" l' + I2+ (3,3) m2VF Iv (l/x) +
1 11 1' VFq k 3qY 2]F IcF
(2.53)
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(q/m) sin kq
VFq cOS Okq - iV
(2.48)
(2.49)
I(w)
(2.52)
I-(1) + I-I ( + (3,3)1 1 1 1 1 1
1+ 11W + V 1+7
X 
Xwr117 - F(w, )
while, in the other limit Ivl > vFq, we get
+ (2) + n(3,3) m VF qF qII1) +T )+ -11 Ck
3' Iv kF
2
(7/ x) 1
I-1
( Tn I v 77+1 -
where C3 and C4 are dimensionless constants.
The calculation of (131'4) can be also done by the similar method
evaluation of j(13,3). First, for vl << vFq, we get
used in the
n(3,4) , my2VF 11 v 
aY VFq
[C5 ( Y/x) + C6 (k/x 1 (2.55)
whereas, in the other limit vI > vFq,
R3- 3 7 2 3
(3,4) 1 + I 1 F _ C+" M, mvF
J'4ll 4 sn (l+r) 1 )C 747r2(5 + r) sin 1 - T X7y4' +n7
vFq2
m2(X/7) 1+ Il +7
(2.56)
where c 5, c6 and 7 are dimensionless constants.
From the above results, it can be shown that II(1) + II(2 + (ll 3) < Il4) for
relevant limits. Therefore, the imaginary part of the transverse polarization function
fnll(q,Q) (in the Minkowski space) up to two-loop order is given by the following
formulae. For Q < vFq, we get
2 QIm 11 (q, 2) -- vF mvF (Q/X) +17 mvF (/X) 1+-a -b b[ k -y k qF F
where a and b are dimensionless constants. Note that the correction is small as far
as 1 < < 2 is concerned. On the other hand, for Q > vFq, we have
3-
1 + 1 1 VF y+" .n 3-
Ira lt(q,) 82(5 + 7) sin 1 1+8w2 (5 +1) sin( 2 ) mXl+'7 l+c mv 3 x 77 q 
2
(2.58)
where c is a dimensionless constant.
For Q > vFq, there is no contribution to Im 1ll from the free fermion bubble
because the regime is outside the particle-hole continuum. Therefore, any non-zero
contribution to Im f11l for Q >> vFq entirely comes from the gauge field correction.
1+n7( /Y 1 2r7+2Note that the first term in Eq.(65) dominates for £Q > (mv3) 21+3 (xl)27+3 q27+3*
On the other hand, the second term becomes more important for Fq < Q <
2 .+(3va) 7 1 2+2 _z_ 2( lVF)r+3(X/y)r+ 3 q+ 3 so that Im I11 oc 4 2 in this regime. As we ap-
X r/ 1+7r
proach the line given by Q = vFq, Im Il becomes v F ' 'ql+7 as a1 function of
X q+ q.
my 2In the case of < vFq, the free fermion bubble gives Im Q° - - -~ v'11 27r vFq
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(2.54)
, (2.57)
mv2 1 v rWNote that Im Fll(q, ) -mv2a vFq a mV for Q < (X/y)q1+ and
27 r V <y /qa
Irn fl1- - nq [1 - b X) + for (X/7)ql+ < Q < vFq. It is gratifying
to note that, along the line Q = vFq, the correction to Im I1ll given by the above ex-
pression agrees in its q dependence with that obtained by approaching from Q > vFq
given in the last paragraph. In any case, the corrections are small compared to the
free fermion result for 1 < 7r < 2.
Using the result of Ill1 for Ivl < vFq, we can discuss the issue of the renormaliza-
tion of the gauge field propagator. Recall that the dispersion relation of the gauge field
obtained from the one-loop correction is given by Ivl - (X/y)ql+"" [6, 11, 12], which is
below the line of vl = vFq for sufficiently small q. Along the line of Il (x/y)q 1+ 7,
one can easily see that the correction to 1° is smaller by mvF (k)2. . Therefore, the
gauge field propagator is not renormalized up to two-loop order. As mentioned in the
introduction, non-renormalization of the gauge field propagator was first discussed by
Polchinski within a self-consistent argument and without vertex correction. In Ref.
[21], the authors discussed the relevance of r(3)(a) and r(4 )(a,,), which are coeffi-
cients of the a3 and a4 terms in the expansion of the effective action of the gauge
field. They concluded that r(3)(a,) and F(4)(a,,) are irrelevant so that the gauge field
is not renormalized. Since the two-loop diagrams we considered are generated from
Jr(4)(a,,), our calculation is consistent with their conclusion. By analogy, we expect
that i(4) and I( ) are irrelevant for the renormalization of the gauge field because
these are generated from ](3)(a,). We also directly evaluated F(3)(a,) and confirmed
the argument of Ref. [21]. Therefore, one can expect that the gauge field is not renor-
malized up to (1/N)°th order in the 1/N expansion. That is, the RPA calculation
gives the leading contributions in the low energy limit.
2.4 The Density-Density Correlation Function for
Finite q < kF
The polarization function for the density channel IIo00 (q, Q) can be also calculated in a
similar way as used in section 2.3. In this section, we consider the two-loop corrections
given by Figure 2-1 (a)-(e) and finite q << kF case. The sum of the contributions from
the self-energy corrections given by Figure 2-1 (a)-(d) can be written as
Go(k, iw) Go(k+q, iw ) (k, i) -+w + iv) (2.59)II I (27r)2 7r V(2- vFq cos kq
while the contribution given by Figure 2-1 (e), which comes from the vertex correction,
can be also written as
jI(2= ( )2 2idwW .0~ r'2 F0(k, q; iw,iv) Go(k, iw) Go(k + q, iw + v). (2.60)H?:-/ d'7r2 dw
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Using Eqs. (2.48) and (4.25), it can be shown that
H + 2) i f df2 2 Go(k, iw) Go(k + q, iw + iv)
xiVFq [I(w) - I(W + )]
7r2 ' vFq COS kq - iV
(2.61)
where (w) is given by Eq. (2.52). Using f d2k/(27r)2 = (m/27r) f dk dOkq/2 7r, one
can easily perform ~k integral, which generates the additional factor VFq cos Okq-iv in
the denomenator of the integrand of Eq. (2.61). Recalling that I(w) also has an angle
dependence 0 kq, one can perform the angular integral over 0 kq by contour integration,
which requires long algebraic manipulations. After rescaling the w integral by a new
variable x and the y integral in I(w) (see Eqs. (2.49) and (2.52)) by newly defined
y, we get
rIM -+ 2C
where a = v and p
vFq
integrals can be done,
nI ) + (2) 
3 dx1 A0 (1 x l +77
. 2k y dx dyyln 1+ y-±, )
7r3y v2 y1q]
I I Ial 
x (1 + 2)¥1 + ~ + y 2 (1 + a2)3/2 ,
k1 ('Vx) 1- . In the small frequency v limit, the
yielding
k,7-2X (1 + a 2 ) 3/2
4
1 + r 1 1 1 I 1+
47r2 (5 + ) sin ( 4 ) kFrY VFq X
(2.62)
parameter
where al is an undetermined constant. This formula is valid for all ratios of q and v, as
long as both are small. Note that the first term gives only an analytic contribution,
which also arises in the usual Fermi liquid theory. Similar methods can be used
to produce a somewhat more complicated formula valid for all a for the transverse
polarization function fIll (for example, Eqs. (2.45) and (2.51) can be evaluated by a
similar method).
After dropping the analytic contribution, we combine the free fermion contribution
and perform analytic continuation to get, for Q << vFq,
Im Ioo (q, Q) --- 
,27r Fq
3-1/
1 + 77 1 1 y(1l+kQm
47r(5 + j) cos (171) km +C(-+1 F x . 3-(n Q1+ VFq
and for Q >> vFq,
3-/ 
r1 I c1?~ +.7 3-
8ir2(5 + 77) sin ( 2-") kF l+7 ---1+ 77 U x ? Q +
2
(2.64)
(2.65)
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a2
(1 + a2)5/2 ' (2.63)
Note that Im ill(q -+ 0, Q) = 2 -Im oo00(q -+ 0, Q) is satisfied. Therefore, both
of Im IllJ(q -- 0, Q) and Im oo(q -+ 0, Q) give the same answer for the optical
conductivity given by Eq. (2.34).
2.5 Comparision to the Fermi Liquid Theory
In section 2.2, it was shown that the resulting conductivity is consistent with a mode-
fled Drude formula. In this section, we try to fit this result to the Fermi liquid theory
framework to extract informations about the Fermi liquid parameters and examine
whether the gauge field induces some singular or divergent parameters. In the Fermi
liquid theory, the conductivity for N species of fermions is given by [31]
Nne 2 7 
m* 1- iQ(m/m*) (2.66)
or
Nne 2 rtrRe r(Q)= m Q2 +'r ' (2.67)
where rtr = rscm, rsc = 1/7 is the scattering rate and 7 is the scattering time. Here
mr* is the effective mass of the fermion. Using the fact Ftr oc 1/N in the large N limit,
we get
Nne 2 rtrRe a((Q) -- m (2.68)
Comparing the above result with Eq. (2.34) which is a result of the 1/N expansion,
we can again identify rtr with 1/'tr given in Eq. (2.36). Therefore, we can conclude
4
that tr = rsc mM scales as Q 1+, after including 1/N corrections due to the gauge field
fluctuations.
In the following we will directly compare our perturbative result for IIoo with the
density-density correlation function in the Fermi liquid theory. Our goal is to find out
whether the perturbative result can be consistent with a Fermi liquid theory made
up of quasi-particles with a divergent effective mass m* as suggested, for example, by
Eq.(1.19). First we consider the limit Q = 0, q 0, where it is well known that the
Fermi liquid theory predicts
*o0(q - O, = 0)HO(q -+ 0, = 0 ) = 1 + fos n 0 (q - 0, = 0) ' (2.69)
n
0
no
where fIlo = - f d2P -(E* _ is the free fermion response fuunction with an effec-
tive mass m* and fs is the angular average of the Fermi liquid interaction parameter
fpp,. In two dimensions, for small q limit,
LI(q, )= -m (I x 0(x 2 -1) + 0(1-x2 )) , (2.70)
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where x = Q/v* q. In Euclidean space, the above formula can be reduced to
(q, iv) 2m* (\ ) (2.71)
where a = v/v*q. Since I 0o(q -+ 0, Q = 0) oc m*, the fact that noo(q -+ , Q = 0)
is not enhanced implies that fos is a finite constant. However, this does not imply
that the leading order term in the perturbative expansion of fos is finite. In fact, it
is clear from an expansion of Eq. (2.69) that if the leading order correction to m is
singular, then the contribution to fo at the same order should be also singular since
H0oo has no singular correction in the lowest order perturbation theory.
Next we consider the full q, Q dependence of Hoo for small q and Q. We are
motivated by the belief that, in the Fermi liquid theory, Im Hoo(q, Q) should exhibit
the edge of the particle-hole continuum along the line Q = vq. However, when
Q : 0, a simple formula such as Eq. (2.69) does not exist for Hoo(q, Q). In particular,
0Hoo(q, Q) in general depends on the higher moment angular average of the Landau
functions, and not just fos. Nevertheless, the Fermi liquid theory makes a precise
prediction for Hoo(q, Q) for all q, Q in terms of m* and the interaction parameter fpp,.
This is given by the quantum Boltzmann equation for the quasi-particle distribution
function np = n + 6inp in the Fermi liquid theory, where npo is the distribution
function for the free fermion system with an effective mass m*:
[ - (E*+q/2 - Ep-q/2) ] 6np
o o d2(np+q/2 -np q/ 2) (q, Q) (2)2 fp, 6np,(q, Q) = (2.72)
Here Ep is the quasi-particle energy, U(q, Q) is the external potential, and fpp is
the Fermi-liquid interaction parameter. The linear response of 6np to the external
potential can be calculated from Eq. (2.69) (to the first order in fpp,):
6np(q, Q) = C[ + J (27 2 fpp cp U(q, Q)
0 o
cp = _P+q/2 - rp-q/2 (2.73)
- (+q/2 - Ep-q/2)
The change in the density of the fermions 6p(q, Q) = f d (q, ) is given by
(2ir)2
6p(q, Q) (q, Q)
V(q, Q)
7 d2p n-nq d 2p d2p + (274)
J q (27r)4
where the ellipses represents the higher order terms in fpp,. The second term is just
the diagram given in Figure 2-1 (e), but with a frequency-independent interaction
f,)p'.
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Let us now examine what happens to the edge in the particle-hole continuum
according to our perturbative results. The gauge interaction may induce non-zero
Fermi-liquid interaction function fpp, and a change in the Fermi velocity VF. From
Eq. (2.71) and Eq. (2.74), a change in the Fermi velocity vF and the appearance
of the Fermi liquid interaction parameter induce the following change in the density-
density correlation function:
II-oo_ VF + kF lal ) d2p d2p (2.75)
VF -° 2 VF (1 + 2)3/2J (2) 4 75)
If we assume a power law behavior for fpp, 1 with A < 1 (i.e., finite fos),
one can show that the second term in Eq. (2.75) cannot produce the singular term
(]. + a 2)-3 /2 near a'2 = -1. To prove this argument, let us perform the integration
over IpI and p'l in the small q limit, yielding
r d2 p d2p' 4k2 cq2 COS pq COS pq fpp,
(27r)4 Cfppp = (2)4 dpq dOp q (Q - vFq COS Opq)( - VFq COS Op q) 
(2.76)
where pq (Opq) is the angle between p and q (p' and q). In order to obtain the
leading singularity near Q = vFq, the above expression can be further simplified:
d2p d2p'
(2,7)4kCP fPP' CP'(2) 4
4k -dop dOP fp .(2.77)(27r)4v2 pq p, q [(v q- 1) + 2pq ] [(v q -1) + 102 Iq],271.)4v' q 12 12
For fpp pq_, x with A < 1, the above integral can be estimated through a
scaling argument. We find
d2p d 2p' f C p 1 1 2 A (2.78)CpfppCp, oC, (2.78)
(2)4 2
which is less divergent than (1 + a2 )- 3 /2 term that leads to (q1)3/2 divergence.
Thus there is no cancellation between the first and the second terms in Eq. (2.75). If
JVF diverges at small frequencies, we can conclude that dHIo will diverge in the limit
v -4 0 with v/vFq fixed, which contradicts to our two-loop result from Eq. (2.64) that
shows no such divergent term. Similar results also hold for the transverse current-
current response function.
The argument above assumes a power law behavior for fpp, C pqp, qi
.
As
A - 1, another possibility needs to be considered, namely f, oc 6(p - '). This
satisfies the condition that fos is finite. From Eq. (2.77) it is clear that this will lead to
a term of order (1 + a 2)- 3/2 which may cancel the first term in Eq. (2.75). However,
in this case, we shall argue that, at least at zero temperature, fo, = ( (P - ')
is equivalent to a shift in the Fermi velocity by VF - VF + (kF/(27r)2 . At zero
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temperature the excitation can be described by a distortion of the Fermi surface in
the direction p by an amount Jvp = f dlpl np. The original Landau's expression of
the free energy density takes the form:
d2 p 1 r d2pd 2p'F(2)2 VF(l - kF)np + 2 (270)4 fpp,6npnp,
= (2w)2 2 VF( 6 P)2 + 2] F(2w 4 fp vpvpv . (2.79)(27) 2 2 2 (2.0)4
It is then clear that fpf' = J 6(p - p') is equivalent to VF - VF + (kF/(27) 2. The
same result can be also obtained by performing an integral over IpI in Eq. (2.72),
which leads to
(Q-vFq cosO ) 6v%-q cos 0 U(q, ) + J(2r)2 fopf 6v ]= 0 (2.80)
in the small q limit.. Thus we see that, at zero temperature, all response functions to
an external perturbation can be described by a Landau theory with a non-divergent
effective mass in the small q limit. However, it is also possible that the same response
function can be described by a Landau-Fermi-liquid theory of which both effective
mass and fpp, have divergent perturbative corrections.
An examination of Eq. (2.63) shows that after analytic continuation, the factor
(][ +a2) - 5 / 2 diverges at Q = vFq, even though its coefficient vanishes for Q - 0. In the
following we attempt an interpretation of the result. We can write our perturbative
result Eq. (2.63) as, near Q = vFq,
Im 0 (q, ) 02 Im II 0(q, ) (2.81)Im Ioo (q, f) = Im o (q, f) + Cao 0 YO 0 (2.81)
where Hol is given by Eq. (2.70) with m* -+ m, and
a 2
ao = q ,
4
l+Y1 1 1 1 _ 1+1 q2 ,(28
8where (n +ei ) t-co (of ) ka F vFq281 signifies
where a2 is a constant. The existence of 0 Im fl° 0 (q, Q)/OQ term in Eq. (2.81) signifies
that there is a finite non-singular (see a0 in Eq. (2.82)) shift in VF, which also arises
in the usual Fermi liquid theory. To interpret the second derivative term, we note
that Eq. (2.81) is consistent with (apart from the term proportional to ao)
Im loo (q, Q) := [Im 100(q, Q + r) + Im fIOO(q, - r) ] (2.83)
if F = o. We recall that Im Io1(q, 2) has a discontinuity at Q2 = vFq, cor-
responding to the edge of the particle-hole continuum. Eq. (2.83) has the natural
interpretation of a smearing of the discontinuity at a shifted (due to a shift in VF)
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edge of the particle-hole continuum by the amount F. Setting vFq oc Q, we find that
r C,( Q,+ 32+27 (2.84)
Note that for rj < 3, F < Q so that the above picture is a self-consistent one. We also
note that F is proportional to the square root of the coupling constant or 1/N, and
is therefore nonanalytic. We are not certain if any further physical meaning can be
ascribed to the energy scale r.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we studied properties of gauge-invariant correlation functions in a two-
dimensional fermion system coupled to a gauge field. We find the physical picture
emerged from those gauge-invariant correlation functions to be very different from
those obtained from gauge-dependent one-particle Green's function. The corrections
to the Fermi-liquid two-particle correlation functions are found to be non-divergent
and sub-leading to the Fermi-liquid contributions up to two-loop order, and there is
no need to go beyond the perturbation theory at this order.
However, it is still possible that singular corrections to the gauge-invariant two-
particle correlation functions may appear in some special cases, such as q = 2kF.
In fact, Altshuler, Ioffe, and Millis [17] found that the density-density correlation
finction at q = 2kF shows indeed singular behaviors. Also, since we do not have
quasi-particles to serve as the underpinning of the Fermi-liquid-like behavior for II0o
and fill, it is possible that singularity shows up in some other response functions.
Nevertheless, the perturbative result should serve as a test for any theory such as
renormalization group analysis [24] which attempts to go beyond perturbation theory.
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Chapter 3
Compressibility and the Energy
Gap of Composite Fermions near
' =1/2
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter 1, the gauge field fluctuations give rise to a singular contribu-
tion to the self-energy in the one-particle Green's function of the composite fermions
[6, 11]. The singular self-energy correction leads to a divergent effective mass of
the composite fermions at v = 1/2 [6]. If one applied this divergent effective mass
to the Shubnikov-de Haas effect near v = 1/2, one would find that the gap A of
v = p,l/(2p ± 1) FQH state goes down faster than lip as p - o:
p Ap - 0 as p - oo . (3.1)
However, the one-particle Green's function of the composite fermions is not gauge
invariant. Therefore, it is not clear whether the divergent effective mass in the one-
particle Green's function is related to the above energy gap /\p which is measurable
in real experiments.
In chapter 2, we have examined several gauge invariant two-particle correlation
functions for all ratios of w and q [13]. We found that, at low energies and in the long-
wavelength limit, the gauge field fluctuations do not cause any divergent correction
(up to two-loop level), and the two-particle correlation functions have the Fermi-
liquid forms with a finite effective mass if one assumes a non-singular Fermi-liquid-
parameter-function fpp, [13]. Fermi liquid form of the density-density correlation
function in the small q and w limit was also found in the eikonal approximation [19]
even though the result is not the same as that of the two-loop perturbative calculation
[13]. Altshuler, Ioffe, and Millis also examined the two-particle correlation functions
and especially found peculiar behaviors near q = 2kF [14].
We would like to mention that Fermi-liquid theory with a finite effective mass is
not the conclusive interpretation of the behaviors of the density-density correlation
function in the long wavelength and the low frequency limit. That is, it is still possible
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that the effect of the divergent effective mass may be cancelled by a contribution from
a singular Fermi-liquid-parameter-function fpp, so that the density-density correlation
function for the long wavelength and the low energy limit behaves as if the effective
mass is finite [16]. Indeed, Stern and Halperin [16] calculated the energy gap of the
system from the one-particle Green's function of the composite fermions in a finite
effective magnetic field AB. They argued that even though the one-particle Green's
function is not gauge-invariant, the edge of the spectral function at zero temperature,
across which the spectral function vanishes, should be gauge-invariant. By identifying
the region where the spectral function vanishes, they found an energy gap which is in
agreement with the previous self-consisteny treatment [6]. In view of the complexity
of the problem, we feel that it is important to investigate whether the effect of the
large enhancement of the effective mass will show up in some gauge-invariant response
functions. In this paper, we calculate the lowest order correction (due to the gauge
field) to the finite temperature compressibility as a function of an effective cyclotron
frequency Awe = etAB (where m is the bare mass of the fermions) in the limit of large
p. i.e., near v = 1/2. We find that when a chemical potential p lies exactly at the
middle of the successive effective Landau levels, for T << Aw, the compressibility
behaves as
e-w,1/2 T + A( ) (3.2)Opcx e q -1 T
where A(qr) is a q-dependent positive dimensionful constant. Here, we assume that
the interaction between the fermions has the form: v(q) = Vo/q2-'7(1 < 7 < 2). If we
interpret the activation energy as a renormalized energy gap Aw, i.e., ~ o e 2 T
it is given by A\w ~ Ac (1-2A(j)(\cw) - =z ). If we write Aw = ez___ the77-1 ' m*c
above result is consistent with a divergent correction to the effective mass m*/m 
1 + 2A_ (L(Awc)-,+ because A should be proportional to a small expansion parame-
ter, which is 1/N for a large N generalized model. In particular, for the Coulomb
interaction ( = 1), m*/m ~ 1 + 2A(r7 = 1) In (F/Awc) (EF is the Fermi energy) as
predicted in terms of a self-consistent argument [6, 16].
We would like to remark that a comparision with the recent experimental mea-
surements [2, 3] of the energy gap is complicated by the large impurity effects. The
disordered potential due to the impurities causes a spatial fluctuation of the fermion
density distribution, which is equivalent to a large spatial fluctuation of the Chern-
Simons magnetic flux or AB. This means that there is a range of AB controlled
by the degree of disorder around the filling factor v = 1/2, where impurity effects
are very important. In reality, this is the region where the gap measurement is not
possible due to the suppression of the amplitude of the Shubnikov-de Haas effect. We
feel that a deeper understanding of the impurity effects is necessary before a recent
experimental report; [3] of an increase in the effective mass near the boundary of the
disorder dominated region can be properly interpreted.
Before the main discussion, we would like to point out that there is a gauge-
invariant (for the Chern-Simons gauge field) one-particle Green's function -the
Green's function of the physical electrons, which does not have a Fermi-liquid form
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[25] even though the two-particle Green's functions are similar to those of the Fermi
liquid with a finite or divergent effective mass. In the first place, the electrons see a
strong magnetic field and the electron Green's function does not have any singularity
at kF. Secondly the spectral weight of the electron Green's function is exponentially
small at low energies even for the Coulomb interaction, which is very different from
the Fermi liquid result [25]. Thus the v = 1/2 state really represents a new class of
metallic state.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we describe
a method to calculate the lowest-order correction to the compressibility a, where n
is the density of the composite fermions. In section 3.3, the compressibility of the
fermions is calculated for T << Awe << u when the chemical potential g lies exactly
alt the middle of the two successive effective Landau levels. In section 3.4, we discuss
and contrast two different methods of evaluating the compressibility and emphasize
the gauge-invariant nature of the method used in this paper. We discuss and interpret
our results in section 3.5.
3.2 The Model and the Compressibility
In the presence of finite AB (v $: 1/2), after integrating out the fermions and in-
cluding gauge field fluctuations within the random phase approximation, the effective
action of the gauge field can be obtained as [6]
1 d2 q dwSeff d(2)2 2 6a(q,w) D -(q,, A\w,) 6a,(q,w), (3.3)
where Dl (q, w, Aiw,) was calculated by several authors [6, 5, 36, 37]. For our purpose,
the 2 x 2 matrix form for D-1 is sufficient so that , v = 0, 1 and 1 represents the
direction that is perpendicular to q [6].
The compressibility of the fermions (p, AwC) as a function of chemical potential
,u and an effective cyclotron frequency Aw, = eAB can be obtained from n(, Aw,) =
o( n is the density of the fermions), i.e., an= 2n The density of the free
fermions no(g, Awc) and the lowest order correction nl(i, Aw,) due to the transverse
part of the gauge field fluctuations are given by the diagrams in Figure 3-1 (a) and (b)
respectively. These contributions can be obtained from the relations no ([, Awc) =
aQa and nl(I, Awc) = a1, where QO and Ql are the thermodynamic potential
of the free fermions and the lowest order correction to the thermodynamic potential
given by the diagrams in Figure 3-2 (a) and (b) respectively.
The density of the free fermions no(ig, Awcc) at finite temperatures can be written
as
no(,a,WCG) = m2 ( ) nF(), (3.4)
where ( = (1 + 1/2)(Aw) - u and nF(x) = . Thus the compressibility of the
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(a)
I+
(b)
Figure 3-1: (a) The diagram that represents the density of the free fermions in an
effective magnetic field AB. (b) The lowest order correction to the density of the
fermions due to the gauge field fluctuation. Here the solid line represents the bare
electron propagator. The wavy line denotes the RPA gauge field propagator which is
given by the diagram in Figure 3-2 (a).
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(b)
Figure 3-2: (a) The wavy line denotes the RPA gauge field propagator and the dashed
line is the bare gauge field propagator. Here the hatched bubble (b) represents the
transverse part of the polarization bubble.
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(b)
Figure 3-3: The diagrams that correspond to the thermodynamic potential of the free
fermions (a) and the gauge field contribution (b) to the thermodynamic potential.
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11-1 "I
free fermions is given by
dio m wF (3.5)
arl- 27 T nF()(1- nF(t)) 
The lowest order correction (due to the transverse part of the gauge field) to the
density of the fermions can be obtained from
n (, wc) = T Z E Dll(q, ivn) a 1 (q, ivn) (3.6)
iV q 0l(
where v, = 27rnT is the Matsubara frequency. Here 1-ll is the transverse part of the
fermion polarization bubble:
FI , (q, ivn) = -E | Mim(q)1 2 F( +1)- -(() _ (M nF (J1) (3. 7)
Im iVn - m + m 271
where MiMm(q) 2 comes from the form of the current-current vertex and is calculated
by several authors [5, 36, 37]. After analytic continuation iv, - v + iO+, one gets the
real part and the imaginary part of the retarded polarization function:
IT1(q, v) = -E I Mlm(q)j2 nF(6) - nF( ) 1 MAF()) - + m , E27r Z (I) /
111 (q,) = 7rEMlm(q)j 2 [nF(I) -nF(~m) ] 6-(V-m + I) (3.8)
Im
Here we use the convention that A' and A" represent the real and the imaginary parts
of a quantity A. Now the correction to the compressibility can be obtained as
/ = Ty ~ D(ql ,i) - (q, i) n (q, in)
'9A ivn q a 2 V 1t
(3.9)
For calculational convenience, we introduce Dll (q, ivn) which does not depend on
y. Then the correction to the physical fermion density nl (i, Awc) can be obtained
from n (u, w,) = ant-," where
Qtoy = T E E Dll(q, ivn) IIl(q, ivn) , (3.10)
iv q
and replace Dl1 (q, iv,) by Dll(q, ivn) after taking the derivative with respect to .
Using the spectral representation, one can write Qtoy as
Qtoy = Qa + Qb ,
Qa = Z d n B(X) Dl1 (q,x) 1(q,) 1 x)q foo 
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Qb = E J _ nB(X) Dll(q,x) ;l(q,x), (3.11)q oo lr
where riB(x) = After taking the derivative with respect to pI and replacing
Dll by Dll, we get the lowest order correction to the density of the fermions:
n1 = na +nb ,
77a = -- d D x) ll(q x)
nb= - J d nB(x) Dll(q,x) -llj(q, x). (3.12)
q o 71
For the lowest order correction On to the compressibility, the derivative with
respect to pu should be taken for both Dll and Hll. Thus -9 can be written as
an l an,a nb
011 0lu + b
,n,, oC dx
Ona = 11 ODll Hl+
n~b == _E- T nB(X) D1 + . (3.13)
Note that Eq. (3.13) is equivalent to Eq. (3.9). This procedure generates the diagrams
for the compressibility, which are shown in Figure 3-4. In the next section, we evaluate
the expressions for the compressibility.
3.3 The Finite Temperature Compressibility for
T < Awc< 
In this section, we calculate the compressibility of the fermions as a function of AUc
and T in the limit T < Aw,. First we would like to give a general discussion of
the interaction effects on the compressibility. For free fermions at zero temperature
and finite magnetic field, d = Em ( - (n + ))Awc is the density of states. Each
6-function corresponds to a degenerate effective Landau level. The interaction has
two kinds of effects on the compressibility d. First, the interaction effects split the
degeneracy of the states in each effective Landau level (when the effective Landau level
is partially filled). This effect spreads the 6-function in the free fermion compressibility
into broadened peaks. The width of the peak (defined as the width of the region
where $: 0) can be viewed as the width of the effective Landau bands (i.e., the
broadened effective Landau levels). Second, the interaction effects may shift the
center of the effective Landau bands. However, since the average compressibility over
many effective Landau levels is not changed by the transverse gauge field interaction,
we expect that such an interaction can only cause a uniform shift of the center of
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Figure 3-4: The diagrams that represent the lowest order corrections to the compress-
ibility of the fermions.
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the effective Landau bands, as one can see later in our explicit calculations. The
activation energy gap measured in the transport experiments is given by the gap
between the effective Landau bands. Thus the uniform shift is not important for
the calculation of of the experimentally measurable activation energy gap. In the
following calculations, we will assume that the chemical potential ,u lies exactly at
the middle of the two successive effective Landau levels, and investigate the activated
behavior of the compressibility. In this case, the uniform shift of the center of the
effective Landau bands is cancelled out and does not appear in the compressibility.
Let p be the number of filled effective Landau levels. For the free fermions, when
T' < Aw,, we can expect that the compressibility shows a thermally activated be-
havior. In fact, from Eq. (3.5) and for T << Ac, it can be shown that at finite
temperatures the compressibility of the free fermions can be written as
Ono m Aw, (e-p IlT + e--p+l/T) + .(e-2 (3.14)
On0 2w T
Note that it becomes
Ono mawc -A
no - mw e w,/2T + O(e- Awc/T) (3.15)0,u 7rT
for a chemical potential lying exactly at the middle of the Landau levels labeled by p
and p + 1. Our aim is to calculate the lowest order correction (due to the gauge field
fluctuations) to the above free fermion result.
In order to calculate the lowest order correction -A, we consider first Qtoy =
2: + Qb- Substituting Eq. (3.8) to Eq. (3.11), we get
Qa Qal + +a2 
Qal : M I i(q)2 Dll(q, 0) nF(1)(1 ) )
q I
Qa2 IMlm(q)l2 D 1(q, m - 1) nF(m)(l - nF(J)), (3.16)
q lAm
and
Qb = Qbl + Qb2,
Qbl = -- (1 + 2nBs()) D'l1 (qx) [-EM Im(q)2l F() F(m) 
qb2 = E fo d x (1 + 2nB(z)) D, 1 (q , x)(6l (3.17)
Now some explanations for each contribution are in order. al and Qa2 are contribu-
tions from the exchange interaction via the gauge field and represent the effect of the
intra-Landau level and the inter-Landau level particle-hole excitations respectively.
Qbl and Qb2 are due to the thermal and the quantum (represented by nB(x) and 1 in
the factor 1 + 2 nB(x)) fluctuations of the gauge field. Note that the quantum con-
tribution survives in the T - 0 limit. In particular, Qb2 comes from the diamagnetic
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coupling between the fermions and the gauge field. We also note that the intra-
Landau level terms (with I = m) are associated with the splitting of the degenerate
states in each Landau-level, and contribute to the spreading of the Landau-levels. On
the other hand, the inter-Landau level terms (with 1 # m) will contribute to the shift
of the center of the Landau bands.
The corresponding contributions to the density of the fermions are defined as
a - and 'rb = b Thus the correction to the density of the fermions ana am a ' ap
is given by o~ - oa + _b. Now we are going to find the contributions which are
order of e-Ppl/T or e-Gp+/T. Note that Kfla _ L + on, where na - _a1 anda am aOp a/
na _=a2 In the appendix A, we show that a2Z is order of e-2 1pll/T which is7/2 -- ' a0'
exponentially smaller than e- IlPl/T or e- p+l/T. It is also shown that onb is order of
e'-2 1pl/T after a partial cancellation between Qbl and Qb2 by the f-sum rule.
Now let us look at On_l for which a detailed expression is given in the appendix
A. As mentioned before, we assume that we are very close to the half-filled state, i.e.,
p/AwZc' > 1, which also corresponds to the large p limit. In this case, it can be shown
that
'nal 1 p1T 2 - i/lT 12 
-T2 [e-+l/" Mp+lp+l(q) Dl(q,0) + e"T IMpp(q)2 D 1l(q,0)q
+ O(e,-2 1 p l/T)
[e-,p+l/T + e-IP l/T] E Mpp (q) 2 D 1 (q, 0) + (e- 21Pl/T) (3.18)
q
For ~p+l = - pl = Awc/2, we get
Onal 2 _Aw,/2T
an ,l 2 Aaw_/2T Z Mpp(q)I| D 1 (q, 0) + O(e ). (3.19)
7/ '2 q
Thus OL = -Ona O(e-Awc/T)
Now let us evaluate the following quantity.
I E Mpp(q)12 D1(q, 0)= 2 ElMpp (q) 1 dy D(qy ) (3.20)
q q7r y
Note that the matrix element Mpp(q) 2 comes from the vertex of the paramagnetic
part of the current-current correlation function. For the large p limit or /Z\Acw 1,
we may use a semiclassical approximation j - VFp, where j and p are the current
and the density of the fermions. Thus Mpp(q) 2 can be approximated as Mpp(q) 2 
v, lMp (q)2, where Mp (q) 2 is the corresponding matrix element for the density-
density correlation function [5, 36, 37]. Using the above approximation, we get
IMp(q) 12 v e-X LOiX) (3.21)27r- 2 [L P ] (.
where lc2- eCB X = ,q2l, and L°(X) is a Laguerre polynomial. For the large p
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limit, Lp(X) can be approximated as [38]
L(X) 2 X/2 px-4 cos (2pX- - 4 (3.22)
We use p ~ p/Aw and the above results to get
IMpp(q)2 mvF (3 cos2 ( qlc - ) (3.23)73 q 4
Note that D 1 (q, y) consists of two contributions coming from the intra-Landau-
level and the inter-Landau-level processes respectively. That is, in the particle-hole
bubbles appearing in the 1/N expansion (or the RPA approximation) of the gauge
field propagator, the particle line and the hole line may carry the same effective-
Landau-level index or different indices. For the inter-Landau-level process, there is
an excitation gap which is the order of Awc. Thus, for y < Aw, the intra-Landau-level
process is the only contribution to Dl, (q, y). As shown before, the intra-Landau-level
contribution to a particle-hole bubble gives rise to the nF(i)(1 - nF(~i)) factor in
the gauge field propagator, which becomes exponentially small for T << Aw,. This
suggests that Dl1(q, y) becomes exponentially small for y < Aw, and T << Aw so
that we can ignore the contribution coming from y < Aw, for our purpose. Thus
we consider only the contribution coming from the inter-Landau-level process, which
appears only above the gap Awc. For /zA\w > 1 or the large p approximation, one
may argue that the smearing of the discrete spectral function Dll(q, y) of the gauge
field propagator, which comes from the Landau-level structure, does not cause any
significant change in the global behavior of the response functions. Therefore, we use
DL)1 (q, y) for AB == 0 instead of Dl 1 (q, y) for finite AB, but a lower cutoff Aw is
introduced in the y integral in Eq. (3.20) to mimic the gap in Dl(q, y). Since the
precise value of the gap is not known, the numerical coefficient of the final answer
to the response function is unreliable, but the functional dependence on Awc is not
affected.
The transverse gauge field propagator Dll (q, w) for AB = 0 is given by 1/(-iyq +
xq7) [6], where 2n X = 1 + O for 7 = 2, and X = for r 2. Forq]kF 247rm (2ir)2 (27
the large p limit, evaluation of the q integral in Eq. (3.20) gives us
d 2 q 1mvF 1 1 _ -1 _2 _--1
I M (q)12 D" (q, y) " 7+ X 1~) Y + (AWU) 2(27r)2 Mpp(q) Dl(q,Y) 87r3 1 + r sin (1 7 ) 
(3.24)
Now we can perform the y integral, yielding
I : 2/ dy yj]Mpp(q) 2 D'(qy)
Xwc 71 q Y
mvF 1 1 _ r--1 2 71+3
47r4 r7 - 1 sin ( ) +1 X+' (w)+l (3.25)
4n4 I)-lsin (+77
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Therefore, for ~p+1 = IpI = \Aw/2, we get
D+3
aOn A(rq) m (Aw,) ,+
(3.26)191 r -1 r T2
where
VF 1 _-1 2
A(7q) = 273 sin X 1+ (3.27)
Combining the result of Eq. (3.26) and that of the free fermions given by Eq. (3.15),
we get
Oan m(Aw) e-Awc/ 2T(1 + A( 7) (Wc) )- (3.28)
0/t 7rT k 7- 1 T
This is the central result of this chapter.
Note that A(rq) should be proportional to a small expansion parameter, for exam-
ple, 1/N in a large N generalized model. Thus 1 + A(1) (Ae) +- e- (T SOr/-1 T 50
that the result of Eq. (3.28) is consistent with the renormalized energy gap Awc* 
( () ( ) )+1) if we write an/Op oc e- C/2T. This implies that m*/m o
1 + 2A(-) (-A,),- from aAw* -= B In particular, for the Coulomb interaction (71 =
tl--1 k ""c! ~ m*c
1), Awc* w Awc (1 - 2A(7q = 1) In (F//AWc)) and m*/m x 1+2A(r7 = 1) In (F/AWc).
These results were predicted by HLR in terms of a self-consistency argument [6] and
are also consistent with the recent work of Stern and Halperin [16].
3.4 Polarization Bubble versus Self-Energy
In the previous sections, we used Eq. (3.11) and the subsequent derivatives of Qtoy to
get the correction to the compressibility. There is an alternative way to express Qtoy,
which involves the use of the self-energy. That is, Eq. (3.10) can be written as
Q!toy -T 2 C Z( 1,,in) G(7,iw.) v (3.29)
where w, = (2n+ 1)TT is the Matsubara frequency and G(, iw,) = I .( , iw,)
is the one-loop self-energy correction dressed by the gauge field Dll and is given by
the diagrams in Figure 3-5.
We note that Qtoy is finite, whereas E is known to be infinite (for ql = 2) at finite
temperatures and Aw, = 0. In this section, we wish to clarify how this apparent
difficulty is resolved. Using the spectral representation, we can rewrite Eq. (3.29) as
Qtoy = Qc + Qd ,
QC = M2W , - nF(X) "(,x) G (,x) ,
27 o7
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Figure 3-5: The diagrams that represent the lowest order correction to the self-energy
of the fermions.
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d = M2 E, J - nF(X) '(61,x) G"(ej, x) (3.30)
Now we would like to compare two ways of calculating Qtoy. First let us discuss
the case of Aw, = 0. If we use Eq. (3.11), one can show that Qa is finite by using
I:ll(q, z) ~ -yx/q. Suppose that we are going to use only the first diagram of the
transeverse part of the polarization bubble in Figure 3-2 (b) to calculate Qb. Since the
leading contribution of the first diagram to I' is given by no/m where no is the density
of the free fermions, it can be shown that Qb diverges in this case. However, the second
diagram also contributes -norm which cancels the constant term of the first diagram.
This cancellation is required by the gauge-invariance. As a result, II' Xoq2 with
Xo - 24im so that Qb becomes finite. In particular, for the short range interaction
(77 = 2), Qa and Qb give rise to the same contributions with different coefficients.
Next we examine what happens if we use Eq. (3.30) which expresses Qtoy in terms
of the self-energy. For \Aw = 0, Eq. (3.30) can be rewritten as
1toy = Qc + Qd ,
Q = E o dx nF(X) , (xk,X) G' (k,x),
Qd = E o dx nF(x) ' (k, x) G",) k,(3.31)
As a well known result [11], E" (~k,X) diverges for T $ 0. Thus we may conclude
that SQ diverges and this divergence must be cancelled by a similar term in Qd. Now
one may wonder whether there is any cancellation at the self-energy level especially
between the first and the second diagrams in Figure 3-5 as in the case of the polar-
ization bubbles. Since the second diagram generates only the real part, there is no
cancellation in E". For E', both of the two diagrams contribute. However, one can see
that there is no cancellation between the two contributions because of the presence
of the additional fermion propagator in the first diagram. We believe that these are
the symptoms of the gauge non-invariant nature of the self-energy. In the previous
sections, we consider first the polarization bubbles which are gauge-invariant ob-
jects. Note that there is an explicit cancellation in this gauge-invariant combination.
Therefore, we think that using the polarization bubble makes the gauge-invariance
manifest.
Armed with these arguments, we can investigate the Aw, :A 0 case. Recalling
that the first and the second terms of Eq. (3.7) correspond to the first and the second
diagrams of Figure 3-5, we may anticipate a similar cancellation between these two
terms as the case of Aw, = 0. Indeed the f-sum rule, which is given by
Mm(q _0)12 n2F() -- nF(m) _ 1 (mA nlMi.(q lnZ y nF(6l) - , (3.32)Im 6 m 27nw I m
allows a cancellation between the first term and the second term in the q -+ 0,
ivn - 0 limit. We use this result in the appendix to estimate various contributions
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to the compressibility.
3.5 Conclusion
In chapter 2, we showed that the density-density correlation function has a Fermi-
liquid form as far as the long wavelength and the low frequency limits are con-
cerned. An important issue is whether this result is compatible with the previous
self-consistency treatment based on the one-loop self-energy correction [6] and the
present calculation of the energy gap, which are in favor of a divergent effective mass
at the half-filling. F'or a class of Fermi-liquid interaction parameters fpp,, which gives
a finite angular average fos, in chapter 2, we demonstrated that the effective mass is
finite if we want to fit the result of the density-density correlation function to the usual
Fermi-liquid theory framework [13]. However, it is recently shown that the effect of
the divergent effective mass can be cancelled by a contribution from a singular fpp,,
in the density-density correlation function for the case of q = 1[16]. Even though this
scenario is quite plausible, it is still not clear whether we are allowed to interpret all
physical measurements in terms of the conventional Fermi-liquid theory.
Recently Stern and Halperin [16] calculated the energy gap of the system (for
, = 1) from the one-particle Green's function of the composite fermions in a finite
effective magnetic field AB. They identified the region where the spectral function
vanishes at zero temperature, which is argued to be gauge-invariant, and found an
energy gap which is in agreement with the previous self-consistency treatment [6]
and the present calculation. The advantage of our calculation is that we directly
evaluated the gauge-invariant two particle Green's function, and we could consider the
finite temperature situation. We would like to mention that the present perturbative
calculation suggests that the perturbation theory for the compressibility breaks down
for sufficiently small Aw, in the sense that the correction to the energy gap becomes
larger than the bare energy gap. In order to understand both of the density-density
correlation function and the energy-gap correction, we need a unified framework which
can explain both of them in a consisitent way. In the next chapter, we will see that
the quantum Boltzmann equation can give us this framework.
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Chapter 4
Quantum Boltzmann Equation
4.1 Introduction
As mentioned in chapter 3, it is necessary to reconcile the result of the density-
density correlation function at v = 1/2 and the correction to the energy gap near v =
1/2 calculated from the compressibility. One resolution of the problem is suggested
b;y Stern and Halperin [16] within the usual Landau-Fermi-liquid theory framework.
The idea is that both of the effective mass and the Landau-interaction-function are
singular in such a way that they cancel each other in the density-density correlation
function. Recently, Stern and Halperin [16] put forward this idea and construct a
Fermi-liquid-theory of the fermion-gauge system in the case of Coulomb interaction.
Even though the use of the Landau-Fermi-liquid theory or equivalently the existence of
tile well defined quasi-particles can be marginally justified in the case of the Coulomb
interacion, we feel that it is necessary to construct a more general framework which
applies to the arbitrary two-particle interaction (1 < r < 2 as well as V = 1) and allows
us check the validity of the Fermi liquid theory and to judge when the divergent mass
shows up. In particular, it is worthwhile to provide a unified picture for understanding
the previous theoretical studies.
In the usual Fermi-liquid theory, the QBE of the quasi-particles provides the use-
ful informations about the low lying excitations of the system. Our objective is to
construct a similar QBE which describes all the low energy physics of the composite
fermion system. One important difficulty we are facing here is that we cannot assume
the existence of the quiasi-particles a priori in the derivation of the QBE even though
the conventional derivation of the QBE of the Fermi-liquid theory relies on the exis-
tence of these quasi-particles. Following closely the work of Prange and Kadanoff [32]
about the electron-phonon system, where there is also no well defined quasi-particle
at temperatures high compared with the Debye temperature, we concentrate on a
generalized Fermi surface displacement which, in our case, corresponds to the local
variation of the chemical potential in momentum space. Due to the non-existence of a
well defined quasiparticle, the usual distribution function nk in the momentum space
cannot be described by a closed equation of motion. However we will see later that
the generalized Fermi surface displacement does satisfy a closed equation of motion.
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This equation of motion will be also called as QBE.
We use the non-equilibrium Green's function technique [32, 33, 34, 35] to derive
the new QBE and calculate the generalized Landau-interaction-function which has
the frequency dependence as well as the usual angular dependence due to the retarded
nature of the gauge interaction. The QBE at v = 1/2 consists of three parts. One
is the contribution from the self-energy correction which gives the singular mass cor-
rection, the other one comes from the generalized Landau-interaction-function, and
finally it contains the collision integral. These quantities are calculated to the lowest
order in the coupling to the gauge field.
By studing the dynamical properties of the collective modes using the QBE, we
find that the smooth fluctuations of the Fermi surface (or the small angular momen-
tum modes) show the usual Fermi-liquid behavior, while the rough fluctuations (or
the large angular momentum modes) show the singular behavior determined by the
singular self-energy correction. Here the angular momentum is the conjugate variable
of the angle measured from a given direction in momentum space. There is a forward
scattering cancellation between the singular self-energy correction and the singular
(generalized) Landau-interaction-function and a similar cancellation exists in the col-
lision integral as far as the small angular momentum modes I < lc (lc cx Q- +, where
Q is the small external frequency) are concerned. However, in the case of the large an-
gular momentum modes 1 > 1, the contribution from the Landau-interaction-function
becomes very small so that the self-energy correction dominates and the collision in-
tegral also cannot be ignored in general. In this case the behaviors of the low lying
modes are very different from those in the Fermi liquids.
If we ignore the collision integral, it can be shown that the system has a lot of
collective modes between Q c q 2 (1 < 7 < 2), Q c q/lln q ( = 1) and Q = vFq
while there is the particle-hole continuum below Q c q (1 < < 2), Q cx q/lln q
(71 = 1). The distinction between these two types of low lying excitations are obscured
by the existence of the collision integral.
From the above results, we see that the density-density and the current-current
correlation functions, being dominated by the small angular momentum modes I < Il,
show the usual Fermi-liquid behavior. On the other hand, the energy gap away from
v = 1/2 is determined by the behaviors of the large angular momentum modes I > 1,
so that the singular mass correction shows up in the energy gap of the system.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.2, we explain the way we
contruct the QBE without assuming the existence of the quasi-particles. In section
4.3, the QBE for the generalized distribution function is derived for AB = 0. In
section 4.4, we construct the QBE for the generalized Fermi surface displacement
for AB = 0. We also determine the generalized Landau-interaction-function and
discuss its consequences. In section 4.5, The QBE in the presence of a small AB
is constructed and the energy gap of the system is determined. In section 4.6, We
discuss the collective excitations of the system for the cases of AB = 0 and AB 7 0.
We conclude the chapter and discuss the implications of our results to experiments
in section 4.7. We concentrate on the zero temperature case in the main text and
provide the derivation of the QBE at finite temperatures in the appendix B, which
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requires some special treatments compared to the zero temperature counterpart.
4.2 The Quantum Boltzmann Equation in the Ab-
sence of the Quasi-Particles
Before explaining the way we construct the QBE for the fermion-gauge-field system
in which there is no well defined Landau-quasi-particle in general, we review the
usual derivation of the QBE for the Fermi-liquid with well defined quasi-particles
[33, 34, 35]. The QBE is nothing but the equation of motion of the fermion distri-
bution function. Therefore, it can be derived from the equation of motion of the
non-equilibrium one-particle Green's function. Following Kadanoff and Baym [33],
let us consider the following one-particle Green's function.
G<(xl,x2) = i(Vt(x2)V(X1)) , (4.1)
where x1 = (r 1, tl) and x2 = (r 2, t2 ). At non-equilibrium, G<(xl, 2) does not satisfy
the translational invariance in space-time so that it cannot be written as G<(xl - x 2).
By the following change of variables
(rrel, trel) = X - 2 and (r, t) = (xl + x2)/2 , (4.2)
G<(x, x 2) can be written as
rre trel rrel trelG<(rrel, trel;r, t) = i(t(r 2el t- ) (r + ,t+ e l )) (43)
Using the Fourier transformation for the relative coordinates trel and rrel, we get
G< (p, w; r, t). At equilibrium, G< can be written as [33, 34, 35]
G<(p,w) = ifo(cw)A(p, w), (4.4)
where fo(w) = 1/(ew/T + 1) is the equilibrium Fermi distribution function and (ER is
the retarded self-energy)
-2 Im ER (p,w) (45)
A(pwa) = (w - - Re ER(p, w))2 + (Im ER(p, w))2
In the usual Fermi-liquid theory, Im ER < w so that A(p, w) is a peaked function
of w around w = p + Re ER . In this case, the equilibrium spectral function can be
taken as [33, 34, 351
A(p, w) = 2r(w - p - Re ER(p, w)) . (4.6)
Using this property, if the system is not far away from the equilibrium, one can
construct a closed equation for the fermion distribution function f (p, r, t) [33, 34, 35],
which is the QBE. The linearized QBE of f (p, r, t) = f(p, r, t) - fo(p), where fo(P)
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is the equilibrium distribution function, is the QBE of the quasi-particles in the
Fermi-liquid theory. From this QBE, the equation of motion for the Fermi surface
deformation, which is defined as [33, 34, 35]
v(O, r,t) = J dpl f (p,r,t), (4.7)
can be also constructed.
In the case of the fermion-gauge-field system, as mentioned in the introduction,
Im ER(w) is larger than w (1 < 7 < 2) or comparable to w (r71 = 1), i.e., strictly speak-
ing, there is no well defined Landau-quasi-particle from the viewpoint of perturbation
theory. However, Stern and Halperin [16] showed that, within a self-consistent treat-
rnent, the Fermi-liquid theory can be barely applied to the case of Coulomb interaction
in the sense that Re ER is logarithmically larger than Im ER. Note that, in general,
A(p, w) at equilibrium is not a peaked function of w anymore in the fermion-gauge-
field system. Because of this, f(p, r, t) does not satisfy a closed equation of motion
even near the equilibrium. However, if ZR is only a function of w, A(p, w) is still a
well peaked function of p around p = 0 for sufficiently small w [32]. This observation
leads us to define the following generalized distribution function [32]
f(O, ; rt)-i G<(p,w;r, t) , (4.8)
where 0 is the angle between p and a given direction. The linearized quantum Boltz-
mann equation for 6f(0, w; r, t) = f(0, w; r, t) - fo(w) can be derived, which is anal-
ogous to the QBE of the quasi-particles in the usual Fermi-liquid theory. From this
QBE, one can also construct the equation of motion for the generalized Fermi surface
displacement [32]
u(6, r, t) w= 2 f (0, w; r, t) (4.9)
which corresponds to the variation of the local chemical potential in the momentum
space. This object can be still well defined even in the absence of the sharp Fermi
surface. This is because one can always define a chemical potential in each angle 0,
which is the energy required to put an additional fermion in the direction labeled by
0 in the momentum space. In the next section, we derive the linearized QBE for the
generalized distribution function 6f(0, w; r, t).
4.3 Quantum Boltzmann Equation for the Gen-
eralized Distribution Function
In the non-equilibrium Green's function formulation, the following matrices of the
Green's function and the self-energy satisfy the Dyson's equation [35]
G= (G > -G) and E= E> -<) (4.10)
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G>(xi, x2 )
G< (x, x2)
Gt(xl, x2)
Gt(xi, x2)
= -i((Xl)Vt(X2)),
= i(*(x)O( x2)),
= e(tl - t2)G>(xl, 2) + e(t 2 - tl)G<(l,X2),
= o(t 2 - t)G>(xl,x 2) + O(tl - t2)G<(xl,X2), (4.11)
and E>, E<, Et, Et are the associated self-energies. (t) = 1 for t > 0 and zero for
t < 0. GR (retarded) and GA (advanced) Green's functions can be expressed in terms
of Gt (time-ordered), G- (antitime-ordered), G<, G> as follows.
GR = Gt - G< = G> - G ,
GA = Gt-G>=G<-Gt. (4.12)
Similarly, ER and A are given by
ZR
EA
= Et- <
= Et-E >
= > - ,
= E< - .
The matrix Green's function satisfies the following equations of motion
[itl- Ho('rl)] C(Xl, 2)
[ia - Ho ()] 
_Z_ - Ho(r 2 )] G(xlX 2 )
where
1Ho(rl) - 2m2m
(a )2
ar,
= 6(X - X2)
= 6(X - X2)I
-p and Ho(r2) =
+ f dx3 (x1,x3)G(x3,x 2),
+ J dx3 G(x1 ,x3 )(x 3, 2), (4.14)
A ( A - ·2m Or2) (4.15)
For our purpose, we need only the equation of motion for G<
aiE t - Ho(r
[i - Ho(r
Taking the difference of 
relations
G<(xl,x 2)
.)]
r2)] G<(xl,x2)
= J dx3 [t(xl,x 3)G<(x3,x 2)
- E<(xl,x3)G (X3, 2)] ,
= dX3 [Gt(xl,x 3)r<(x 3 ,x 2)
- G<(xl, X3)E(X 3, x 2)] (4.16)
the two equations of Eq. (4.16), and using the following
Gt = ReGR + (G< + G> ) ,
GT- = 2(G< + G>)-ReGR, (4.17)2~= ~(.7
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where
(4.13)
we get
a + ( 2 a - 1 ,Y+i 2m+ - G'(x,,X
atl 19t2 2m arl 2m ar2
-= dx3 [ Re ER(i, X3 )G<(x3, 2) + ' <(XI, X3)Re GR(x 3, X2 )
-Re GR(xl, X3)E< ( 3, X2) - G<(xi, X3)Re ER(x3, X2)
1 1
+ ' >(X1,X3)G<( 3,x 2) - '<(XI, X3)G>(x3, X2)2 2
1 1
-GC>(XI1, 3)<(X 3 ,X2) + G<(x, X3)>( 3, X2) ] (4.18)2 2
Near equilibrium, one can linearize this equation assuming that 6G = G - GO and
6:E = E - E0 are small, where Go and E0 are matrices of the equilibrium Green's
function and the self-energy. The Fourier transform G(Pl,P2) (P1 = (Pl,w1), P2 =
(p?2, W2)) of G(X1, x2) can be written in terms of the new variables defined by
= (P,) = (P1- P2)/2 and q = (q,Q) = P + P2 . (4.19)
Using these variables, the Fourier transformed linearized equation of 6G<(p, q) can
be written as
[ - vFIql cos pq] G<(p, q)
-[ Re oR(p + q/2)- Re o(p - q/2) ] 6G<(p, q)
+[ G(p + q/2) - GO (p - q/2) ] (Re ER(p, q))
-[ E (p + q/2) - E (p - q/2) ] 6(Re GR(p, q))
+[ Re GR(p + q/2) - Re Go(p - q/2) ] 6E<(p, q)
= GO (p) 6Z> (p, q) + E' (p) 6G< (p, q)
-GO (p) E'<(p, q) - E, (p) G> (p, q) , (4.20)
where pq is the angle between p and q. In the presence of an external potential
U(q), one should add a term U(q) [ G (p + q/2) - G (p-q/2) ] in the left hand side
of Eq. (4.20).
We next check that this expression is equivalent to the usual QBE for G< (p, w; r, t),
where r and t are conjugate variables of q and Q. Note that
F(p + q/2) - F(p - q/2) q a + ' (4.21)
Op Ow (
for small ql and Q. From Eq. (linear) and Eq. (4.21), one can check that 6G<(p, w; r, t),
which is the Fourier transform of 6G<(p, q), satisfies the following equation.
[ - p 2/2m, G< (p, w; r, t) ]
-[ Re Eo(p,w), G< (p, w; r, t) ]- [ (Re ER(p,w)), G (p, w) ]
-[ (p,w), 6(Re GR(p, w; r, t) ]-[ E6<(p, w; r, t), Re GoR(p, w) ]
G(p,w) 6E>(p, w; r, t) + E (p,w) 6G<(p, w; r, t)
-Go (p, w) <(p, ; r, t) - (p, ) 6G (p, ; r, t), (4.22)0 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<~I( r>p W ,t
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where [X, Y] is the Poisson braket
AX dY OX OY OX OY OX OY[X, Y]= ow t - oa -ay (4.23)Ow dt Ot w p r r p
Note that this equation is just the linearized version of the usual QBE for G< (p, w; r, t)
given by [33, 34, 35]
[ -- p2/2m - Re ER(p, w; r, t), G<(p, w; r, t) ]
-[ ]<'(p, w; r, t), Re GR(p, w; r, t) ]
= E'(p,w;r,t)G<(p,w;r,t)-G>(p,w;r,t)E<(p,w;r,t) . (4.24)
We directly deal with Eq. (4.20) in momentum space (q, Q) rather than the long
time, long wave length expansion in real space (r, t) given by Eq. (4.22). For simplicity,
we assume that the gauge field is in equilibrium. The non-equilibrium one-loop self-
energy correction, which is given by the diagram in Figure 1-2, can be written as
[32, 34, 35]
,1 dv PX 2
Z<(p,w) = o pq m D11(q,v)
x[ (no() + 1)G<(p + q,w + v) + no(v)G<(p + q,w - v) ],
> (p,w) -= J IWp m D11(q, v)
x[ no(v)G>(p + q,w + v) + (no(v) + 1)G>(p + q,w - v) ] (4.25)
where no(v) = 1/(ev/T- 1) is the equilibrium boson distribution function. The real
part of the retarded self-energy is given by
Re ER(p,w; q, ) = dw' Im ER(p, w'; q,Q)
7[r W - WI
dw' Z>(pw'; q, )- <(pw'; q, ) , (4.26)
J 12rP ,,( .26)27wi w-w'
where P represents the principal value and Im R = (E> - A<) is used. The same
relations hold for the Green's function GR ,
Re GR( q\ = dw' G> (p, w'; q, Q) - G (p, w'; q,Q) (4.27)
27riw-w
and Im GR = (G - G<).
At equilibrium, the Green's functions G<, G> can be written as [33, 34, 35]
G<(p,w) = ifo(w)A(p,w),
G>(p,w) = -i(1 - fo(w))A(pw), (4.28)
where A(p, w) is given by Eq. (4.5). From these relations, the one-loop self-energy
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?,R at equilibrium can be written as
ZR(,W) = E f dv p x 2 1 + no(v) - f((p+q) + no(v) + f(Ip+q)
q fo m w + i - p+q - V W + i - p+q + V
(4.29)
As emphasized in the previous section, if the self-energy depends only on the fre-
quency w, A(p, w) at equilibrium is a peaked function of p. Therefore, as far as the
system is not far away from the equilibrium, the generalized distribution function
f(pq, w; q, Q), which is given by the following relations, can be well defined at zero
temperature [32]:
/ dp [_iG< (p, w; q, Q)] - f (pqq, Q),)
d p [iG>(p, w; q, Q)] _ 1- f(Opq, w; q, ) (4.30)
where pq is the angle between p and q.
The extension to the case of finite temperatures requires special care because,
even at equilibrium, Im ZR (p,w) is known to be divergent [11] so that A(p,w), Go,
and G at equilibrium are not well defined. Therefore, the non-equilibrium G< and
G> are also not well defined near equilibrium. In order to resolve this problem, let
us first separate the gauge field fluctuations into two parts, i.e., a(q, v) _ a_(q, v)
for v < T and a(q, v) a+(q, v) for v > T, then examine the effects of a+, a_
separately. The classical fluctuation a_ of the gauge field can be regarded as a
vector potential which corresponds to a static but spatially varying magnetic field
b_ = V x a_. In order to remove the divergence in the self-energy, one can consider
the one-particle Green's function G_ - G(P_, w; r, t) as a function of a new variable
P'_ =: p - a_. Since we effectively separate out a_ fluctuations, the self-energy,
which appears in the equation of motion given by Eq. (4.14), should contain only
a+ fluctuations and is free of divergences. Therefore, G< - G<'(P_,w; r, t) is well
defined and its equation of motion is given by the Fourier transform of Eq. (4.20)
with the following replacement. In the first place, the variable p should be changed
to a new variable P_ = p - a_. Secondly, the self-energy E should be changed to E+
which contains now only a+ fluctuations. Finally, the equation of motion contains a
term which depends on b_. We argued in the appendix B that ignoring this term
does not affect the physical interpretations of the QBE, which will appear in sections
4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. We provide the details of the anaysis for the finite temperature
case in the appendix. From now on, we will adopt the notation that G< should be
understood as G< for finite temperatures. For example, the generalized distribution
function at finite temperatures is given by Eq. (4.30) with the replacement that
G<, G'> - G<, G>. The same type of abuse of notation applies to the self-energy,
where only a+ fluctuations should be included, i.e. the QBE is valid at finite T,
provided that the lower cutoff T is introduced for the frequency integrals.
In Eq. (4.25), one can change the variables such that p' = p + q and w' = w + v.
The gauge field propagator can be written in terms of the new variables as D 1 (q, v) =
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L)1(p' - p, w' - w), where (p, w) and (p', w') represent the incoming and outgoing
fermions. Assuming that IpI ~ IP'l kF and using Ip'- pl ~ kFlOpq - 0pql, we get
DL11(q, v) ,- D11(kFOp,q -pql, w' - w). Using the above results and the fact that G<
and G> are well peaked functions of p near the equilibrium, Re ER can be written
as
Re ER = N(O) J dOp q dw' v 2 Re D11(kFOpq - OpqI, W' - ) f(Opq, w'; q, Q)
(4.31)
where N(O) = is the density of state. Since we assume that the gauge field is at
equilibrium, (Re Z2R), which is the deviation from the equilibrium, can be written
as
6(Re yR) - N(O) dOp q dw' v Re D11(kFOpIq - pq}, WI- w) f(Opq, WI; q, Q)
(4.32)
We also assume that the non-equilibrium self-energy depends only on w as that of
the equilibrium case, which is plausible as far as the system is not far away from the
equilibrium. In order to get the equation for f(Opq, w; q,Q), we perform f dp/27r
integral on both sides of the Eq. (4.20). Note that
Re GR(p, w'; q, Q)
dw' (1 - f(Opq, '; q, Q)) + f(Opq, W'; q, Q)
1J W - W'
dw' 1 (433)
= = O. (4.33)27r w -
Thus the fourth and the fifth terms in the left hand side of the QBE (given by
Eq. (4.20)) vanish after f dp/27r integration. After this integral, using Eqs. (4.26),
(4.30) and (4.32), the remaining parts of the Eq. (4.20) can be written as (6 f(Opq, w)
6 f(Opq, w; q, Q))
[ -- Fq cos Opq] f(Opq, ))
-N(0) J d2pq Jdw' v2 Re D11(kFlOpq - Opq , WI -w)
x[ fo(w' + Q/2) - fo(w' - Q/2) ] 6f(Opq, W)
+N(O) / dOpIq d' v2 Re D11(kF Opq - Opq ,W - w)
X [ fo(w + Q/2) - fo(w - Q/2) ] f (Opq, w')
=N(0) dpq dw' V Im D11, (kFlOpIq-Opq, v)
x[ 6(w- + ) [ f f(Opq, W) (1 - fo(w') + no(v))
-sf(OpIq, w') (fo(w) + no(v)) ]
--(- -W - ) [ f(OpIq, W') (1 - fo(w) + no(v))
-sf(Opq, w)(fo(w') + no(v)) ]] (4.34)
Some explainations of each term in the Eq. (4.34) are in order. In the first place,
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as mentioned in the previous section, the Eq. (4.34) is the analog of the usual QBE
for the quasi-particle distribution function f(p, q, Q), thus the structures of the
QBEs in both cases are similar. The first term on the left hand side of the equation
corresponds to the free fermions. The second term on the left hand side corresponds
to the self-energy correction which renormalizes the mass of the fermions. The third
term on the left hand side can be regarded as the contribution from the generalized
Landau-interaction function which can be defined as
F(Op q - pq, W' - w) = v Re D11(kFOp'q - pq lW' - w) (4.35)
Note that this generalized Landau-interaction function contains the frequency de-
pendence as well as the usual angular dependence. This is due to the fact that the
gauge interaction is retarded in time and it is also one of the major differences be-
tween the fermion-gauge-field system and the usual Fermi liquid. The right hand
side of the equation is nothing but the collision integral Icollision and is given by the
Fermi-golden-rule. Thus, Eq. (4.34) can be written as
[ - Fq cos Opq] f(Opq, W)
--[ Re ( + Q/2) - Re R(w - Q/2) ] f(0pq, w)
-+-N(O) f dp, q dw' F(Opq - 0pq, W'- w)
x[ fo(w + Q/2) - fo(w - Q/2) ] 6f f(Opq, W)
== Icollision - (4.36)
After taking the integral f dw/27r on both sides of Eq. (4.34), it can be seen that
one cannot write the QBE only in terms of u(Opq, q, Q) = f dw/2w 6f(Opq, w; q, Q)
which is the generalized Fermi surface displacement. That is, the QBE becomes
[ - Fq COS pq ] U(Opq, q, Q)
-N(O) dOpq w dw ' dv2 Re D1 (kF Opq - Opq , '- )
x[ fo(w' +- Q/2) - fo(w' - Q/2) ] (6f(Opq, W) - 6f(Opq,W))
= N(O) dOpq d - Jdw dw' v2 Im Dl(kF[lOptq-Opql, )
x[ (w' -w + v) (1 - fo(w') + no(v)) + (w' - w - v) (fo(w') + no(v)) ]
x (f(Opq, ) - f(Opq, )) (4.37)
In the presence of the external potential U(q, Q), one should add an additional term
vFq cos pq U(q, 2) in the left hand side of Eq. (4.37), which requires a careful
derivation. Note that the contributions from the self-energy and the generalized
Landau-interaction-function are combined in the left hand side of the QBE. Even
though the above equation is already useful, it is worthwile to transform this equation
to the more familar one. In the next section, we provide the approximate QBE for
U(Opq, q, Q) which is more useful to understand the low energy excitations of the
system.
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4.4 Quantum Boltzmann Equation for the Gen-
eralized Fermi Surface Displacement
In order to transform the QBE given by Eq. (4.36) or Eq. (4.37) to a more familiar
form, it is necessary to simplify the generalized Landau-interaction-function F(O, w) =
v:F Re Dl(kFll,wc). Note that
(X/72 ) k2+ 2, (4.38)
w
2 + (x/y) 2 k 221 2+2 7 (4.38)
It can be checked from Eq. (4.37) that f(0pq, ; q, Q) is finite only when Iw < Q
at zero temperature. Therefore, the frequency w in Re D11 (kFj0,cw) is cutoff by Q.
II1 this case, one can introduce the Q dependent cutoff 0~ , 1 (9) + in the angle
variable and approximate F(0, w) by the following FLandau(0).
FLandau (O) = F = 0), if 0 > 0 (4.39)
u() = F( = ,w = 0), otherwise
where
F(U, t = 0) = 1 (4.40)
Using this approximation and f0(w) = O(-c) at zero temperature, the QBE given
by Eq. (4.37) at zero temperature can be transformed into (the finite temperature
case is discussed in the appendix B)
[ - VFq cos pq] U(Opq, q, Q)
+ Q N(0) dOp2 FLandau(Op'q - Opq) ( u(Opq, q, Q) - u(Opq, q, Q) )
= N(0) J dpq j Id, dw J dw'y V Im D11(kFjp'q- pqj, v)
x[ (w' - + v) (1 - f0(w')) + 6(w' - w - ) fo(w') ]
x (f(Opq, w) - 6f(0p'q, )) . (4.41)
Note that Q N(O) f dpq/27r FLandau(Opq-Opq) oC Ql'+ (1 < i] < 2) or Q In Q ( = 1)
corresponds to the contribution from the real part of the retarded self-energy. On
the other hand, Q N(O) f dOpq/27r FLandau(Opq - pq) u(0pq, q, Q) represents the
Landau-interaction part.
For smooth fluctuations of the generalized Fermi surface displacement, u(0, q, Q)
is a slowly varying function of 0 so that there is a forward-scattering cancellation
between the self-energy part and the Landau-interaction part. Therefore, for smooth
fluctuations, the singular behavior of the self-energy does not appear in the dynamics
of the generalized Fermi surface displacement. One the other hand, for rough fluctua-
tions, u(O, q, Q) is a fastly varying function. In this case, the Landau-interaction part
becomes very small and the self-energy part dominates. Thus, for rough fluctuations,
the dynamics of the generailzed Fermi surface displacement should show the singu-
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lar behavior of the self-energy. From these results, one can expect that the smooth
and the rough fluctuations provide very different physical pictures for the elementary
excitations of the system.
One can make this observation more concrete by looking at the QBE in angular
momentum I (which is the conjugate variable of 0) space. By the following Fourier
expansion,
u(0, q, Q) = eil ul(q, Q) and 6f(0,w;q, ) = eilO f(w; q, Q), (4.42)
I l
one can get
Q ul(q, Q) - 2 [ u+l(q, Q) + ul-1(q, Q) i2
+ Q N(0) J FLandau (0 ) (1 - cos (10)) ul (q, Q)
=N(O) dO dS Jdw I dw Im Dll(kF 0,v) (1-cos (10))
x[ 6(w' - w + v) (1 - fo(w')) + 6(w' - w - v) fo(w') ] fi(w; q, Q) .(4.43)
Note that, in the 1 - cos (10) factor inside the integral on the left hand side of the
QBE given by Eq. (4.43), 1 comes from the self-energy part and cos (10) comes from
the Landau-interaction part. For 1 < l, 1/0 oc Q1+'-, 1 - cos (10) - 1202/2 and
the additional 02 dependence makes the angle integral less sigular because typical
0 is of the order of Q1+-. Due to this cancellation for the small angle (forward)
scattering, the correction from the self-energy part and the Landau-interaction part
4
becomes of the order of Ql+t so that it does not cause any sigular correction. Note
that a similar type of cancellation occurs in the collision integral. Therefore, for
the small angular momentum modes 1 < I,, the system behaves like the usual Fermi
liquid. For I > , the cos (10) factor becomes highly oscillating as a function of 0
so that the Landau-interaction part becomes very small. As a result, the self-energy
part dominates and the dispersion relation for the dynamics of the generalized Fermi
surface displacement is changed from Q = vFq to Q c q 2 (1 < r < 2) or Q cx q/lln q
(71 = 1.). Also, a similar thing happens in the collision integral, i.e., the cos (10) factor
does not contribute and the remaining contribution shows the singular behavior of
the imaginary part of the self-energy so that the collision integral cannot be ignored
for 1 < r < 2 and can be marginally ignored for r7 = 1.
Using the above results, one can understand the density-density and the current-
current correlation functions which show no anomalous behavior in the long wave
length and the low frequency limits [13, 14]. From the QBE, one can evaluate these
correlation functions by taking the angular average of the density or the current dis-
turbance due to the external potential and calculating the linear response. As a result,
in these correlation functions, the small angular momentum modes are dominating so
that the results do not show any singular behavior. From these results, one can also
expect that two different behaviors of the small (I < c,) and the large ( > 1,) angular
momentum modes may show up even in the presence of the finite effective magnetic
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field AB and the large angular momentum modes may be responsible for the singular
energy gap of the system [6, 15, 16], which is the subject of the next section.
4.5 Quantum Boltzmann Equation in the Pres-
ence of Effective Magnetic Field and the En-
ergy Gap
We follow Hiinsch and Mahan [39] to derive the QBE in the presence of the finite
effective magnetic field AB. The only difference between the case of AB 0 and
that of AB = 0 is that the external vector potential AA = -r x AB enters to the
knietic energy in the equation of motion of the one-particle Green's function [39]. The
same procedure used in the case of AB = 0 can be imployed to derive the QBE from
the equation of motion of the one-particle Green's function. The resulting equation
can be transformed to a convenient form by a change of variables given by
1P = p- A = p + r x AB (4.44)
2
so that one can construct the QBE for G<(P, w; q, ) which is now a function of P
[39]. As a result, the change we have to make for the case of AB : 0 (compared to
the case of AB = 0 given by Eq. (4.20)) is that all the momentum variables should be
changed from p to P and the following additional terms should be added to Eq. (4.20)
[39].
P AB x a 6G<(P, w; q, Q) + a (Re R(P, w; q, Q)) · AB x a G(P )
-AB . S6<(P, w; q, £)
+AB a - 0 (Pw; q, Q) x (Re GR(P, w; q, )) . (4.45)
Since the self-energy does not depend on the momentum P in the fermion-gauge-field
system, the only term which contributes to the QBE is
P- AB x 6G<(P, w; q,Q) . (4.46)
m 'P
In principle, the self-enegy and the Green's function in the QBE also depend on
the effective magnetic field AB. In the semiclassical approximation for very small
AB, we ignore this type of AB dependence and, instead of that, we introduce a low
energy cutoff Eg in the frequency integrals, which is the energy gap of the system.
Then, after the integration f dfp/27r, the equation becomes that of Eq. (4.20) with a
low energy cutoff Eg and it also contains an additional term given by
Awc Sp f(Opq, ; q, Q) , (4.47)
19Pq
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where Awe = AB/m. After f dw/2r, the QBE for a generalized Fermi surface dis-
placement can be written as
[ Q - vFq cos 9pq ] U(Opq, q, Q) - iAwc u(pq, q, , Q)
+ Q N(O) J 2dpq FLandau(Ptq - OPq) ( U(Opq, q, Q) - (Optq, q, Q) )
= N(O) /dOpq d- /dw /dw' vF Im Dll(kFlIOPq- OPql, V)
x[ 6(w' -- + v) (1- fo(')) + 6(w- -v) fo(W')]
(f(Opq, W) - 6f(Opq, W)) , (4.48)
where a low energy cutoff Eg is introduced in the frequency integrals. In particular,
the angle cutoff 0, in FLandau(0) should be changed from 0 , ~ (:) 1+' (AB = 0)
1
to Oc k- (E) + (AB $ 0) in the low frequency Q limit.
Now similar interpretations can be made as the case of AB = 0. For the smooth
fluctuations (1 < lC m 1/0c), there is a cancellation between the self-energy and the
Landau-interaction parts. As a result, we have a term which is the order of Q Egl+"
which can be ignored compared to Q because Eg is very small near v = 1/2 or
AB = O. Also, a similar thing happens in the collision integral. Therefore, the QBE
for the smooth fluctuations can be written as
[ Q - vFq cos Pq C U(OPq, q, Q) - w, U((0pq, q, Q) O0 . (4.49)
aPq
On the other hand, for the rough fluctuations (1 > Ic), the self-energy part dominates
-21
and we have a contribution which is of the order Q Eg ,+1 (1 < < 2) or Q Iln EgI
_,n-1
(71 = 1). Ignoring Q term compared to Q Eg "+l (1 < 77 < 2) or Q Iln Eg ( = 1)
/-1
and multiflying the factor Eg +1 (1 < 7 < 2) or 1/lln EgI (7 = 1) on both sides of the
equation, we get
I '-v q cos Opq ] u(0pq, q, Q)-iAw* U(0pq, q, Q) = collision integral, (4.50)
C'Pq
where v* = kF/m*, Awc = aZB/m*, and m*/m oc Eg "+ (1 < 7 < 2) or Iln Egl
(71= 1).
Let us consider two different types of wave packets created along the Fermi surface.
Note that the revolution of these wave packets is governed by two different frequencies
Awo and Aw*. The frequency of revolution of the broad wave packet (see Figure 4-2
(a)) is given by AwLc because it mainly consists of small angular momentum modes.
On the other hand, if we ignore the collision integral in the QBE, the frequency of
revolution of the narrow wave packet (see Figure 4-2 (b)) is given by Aw* because it
mainly contains the large angular momentum modes.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4-1: A broad wave packet (a) and a narrow wave packet (b) (given by the
shaded region) created in the momentum space. The circle is the schematic repre-
sentation of the Fermi surface, which is actually not so well defined, and the arrow
represents the direction of motion of the wave packet.
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The energy gap of the system can be obtained by quantizing the motion of revo-
lution and taking the smallest quantized frequency as the energy gap of the system.
R:-1
Therefore, the energy gap of the system is given by Eg = Aw* oc AB Eg"+ (1 < < 2)
or AB/Iln Egj (7 = 1). Solving this self-consistent equation for Eg, we get
IABI 2 if 1 < < 2 4.51)Eg O( iABI f (4.51)
In ABI ' if - 1
This result is the same as the self-consistent treatment of HLR [6] and also the pertur-
bative evaluation of the activation energy gap in the finite temperature compressibility
[15]. We see that; the divergent effective mass shows up in the energy gap Eg. More
detailed discussions of the low lying excitations described by the QBE can be found
in the next section.
4.6 Collective Excitations
Let us first study the collective excitations of the system with \B = 0 by looking at
the QBE given by Eq. (4.43). We ignore the collision integral for the time being and
discuss its influence later. In the absence of the collision integral, Eq. (4.43) can be
considered as the Schr6dinger equation of an equivalent tight binding model in the
angular momentum space. It is convenient to rewrite Eq. (4.43) as
v= VFq V1+1 + v1-1
[~ vt : ~gg(-I + 1 () x(g (Il1)
v = /9(1) u , (4.52)
where
9(1, Q) = 1 + N(0) J FLandau(0) (1 - cos ()) . (4.53)
Eq. (4.52) describes a particle hopping in a 1D lattice with a 'spatial' dependent
hopping amplitude t -'-29(1) Note that g(l) is of the order one for I < lc and becomes2g(/)'
r/-1
much larger, g(l) ca Q-n+l, when 1 > Ic. Due to this type of 'spatial' dependent
hopping amplitude, the eigenspectrum of Eq. (4.52) consists of two parts. That is,
there is a continuous spectrum near the center of the band and a discrete spectrum in
the tail of the band. The descrete spectrum appears above and below the continuous
spectrum (See Figure 4-2).
The boundary between these two different spectra is determined from Q = 2tl,,o oc.-M__1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1+n
vFjq Q2 +, which self-consistantly generates a singular dispersion relation Q(O) c q l+2
(1 < < 2) or Q(0) oc q/lln ql ( = 1). Also, the tail of the band ends at
Q(0) = 2t1 - vFq. One can map this energy spectrum to the diagram for the
excitations in the usual Q - q plane, which is given by the Figure 4-3.
Note that the continuum states (1 > 1,) can be mapped to the particle-hole con-
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0Figure 4-2: The energy band Q(6) of the tight binding model given by Eq. (4.52) as
a function of . The shaded region around the center of the band corresponds to the
continuum states and the hatched region in the tails of the band corresponds to the
bound states.
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Q (0)
qFigure 4-3: The elementary excitations in Q - q space in the absence of the colli-
sion integral. The shaded region corresponds to the particle-hole continuum and the
hatched region corresponds to the collective modes. The boundary is given by the
singular dispersion relation Q c q " for 1 < 71 < 2 and Q c q/lln ql for 7 = 1.
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tinuum which exist below Q oc q 2 (1 < < 2) or Q oc q/lln ql ( = 1). On the
other hand, the bound states (the discrete spectrum) ( < Ic) can be mapped to the
collective modes which exist between Q oc q 2 (1 < < 2), Q oc q/lln ql ( = 1) and
Q vFq. However, the distinction between these two different elementary excitations
is obscured by the presence of the collision integral which provides the life time for the
excitations. In particular, since g(l, Q) does not provide a sharp boundary between
1 > c, and 1 < ,., one expects a crossover from the particle-hole excitations to the
collective modes even in the absence of the collision integral.
Now let us consider the case of AB 0 (i.e., away from v = 1/2 state). In this
case, Eq. (4.52) becomes (see also Eq. (4.48))
Q l+ v-l±1 1+ (4.54)g(l) 2 - g(l)g(l + 1) g(l)g(l- 1)]
When g(1) = 1, one can write the solution of Eq.(63) (or Eq.(57)) as
U(Opq, q, t) c ei n OPq-i f t e- i c sin 0pq (4.55)
with Q = nAw,. Thus, we recover the well known spectrum of degenerate Landau
levels for free fermions.
When g(l) const., it is difficult to calculate the spectrum of Eq. (4.54). However,
using g(l) = g(-1), we can show that the spectrum of Eq. (4.54) is symmetric about
Q = 0, and Q = 0 is always an eigenvalue of Eq. (4.54). Also, for non-zero Aw, the
spectrum is always discrete.
Note that, for small q < IlcAW/VF, u(6 pq, q, t) corresponds to a smooth fluctu-
ation of the Fermi surface. While, for large q > IcAW/VF, even the smooth parts
of u(Opq, q, t), around 0pq = ±7r/2, correspond to a rough fluctuation, hence the
whole function u(6 pq, q, t) corresponds to a rough fluctuation. Thus, we expect that
the small q modes and the large q modes have very different dynamics. The small
q modes should be controled by the finite effective mass and the large q modes, the
divergent mass.
To understand the behavior of the modes in more detail, in the following, we
present a semiclassical calculation. The main result that we obtain is the Eq. (4.69).
The dispersion of the lowest lying mode (for q > AWC/vF) has a scaling form wcyc (q) oc
(Awc) 2 f(q/q) with f(oo) = const. and f(x < 1) oc x-7. The crossover momen-
tum q c w.
When qvF << AWC the spectrum can be calculated exactly and is given by
Q = g1-- (4.56)
g(1)
To obtain the spectrum for qF > Awe we will use a semiclassical approach. Note
that (Pq, ) is a canonical coordinate and momentum pair. The classical Hamiltonian
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that corresponds to the quantum system Eq. (4.54) can be found to be
H(pq, 1) - lAw vFq ()g(( 1 = + )cos(Opq) (4.57)
Assuming g(l) is a slowly varying function of 1, one arrives at the following simple
classical equations of motion
A, VFq0 pq -I = ()sin(Opq) . (4.58)
g()' g(1)
From this equation, one can easily show that
= q COS(Opq) + 10, (4.59)
Aw,
where lo is a constant. Note that Eq. (4.59) with lo = 0 is an exact solution for the
classical system Eq. (4.57), which describes a motion with zero energy. Now the first
equation in Eq. (4.58) can be simplified as
Opq =-- (4.60)(-'wcos(pq) + lo) (
which describes a periodic motion. The angular frequency of the periodic motion is
given by
W ~ 2rAwc (4.61)
fo2r g(- -fCos(OPq) + lo) dOpq
The above classical frequency w has a quantum interpretation. It is the gap be-
tween neighboring energy levels, of which the energy is close to the classical energy
associated with the classical motion described by Eq. (4.59). In particular, the cyl-
cotron frequency wcyc is given by the gap between the Q = 0 level and the first Q > 0
level. Therefore
27rAwc (4.62)
WcYc f2r g(- COS(0pq) + 1) dpq
Here we have chosen lo = 1 (instead of lo = 0) so that Eq. (4.62) repreduces the exact
result Eq. (4.56) when q = 0. Note that g(1) also depends on frequency Q and we
should set Q = wcyc in the function g(l). Thus, the cylcotron frequency should be
self-consistantly determined from Eq. (4.62).
We would like to remark that when q > Awc/vF, the classical frequency in
Eq. (4.61) is a smooth function of 10, hence a smooth function of the energy. This
means that the gap between the neighboring energy levels is also a smooth function
of the energy of the levels. The validity of the semiclassical approach requires that
the gap between neighboring energy levels is almost a constant in the neighborhood
of interested energies. Thus the above behavior of the classical frequency indicates
that the semiclassical approach is at least self-consistant.
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To analyze the behavior of wyc, we first make an approximation for Eq. (4.62) as
Awc
CYC - (A + 1)' (4.63)
where A is a non-zero constant between 0 and 1. We see that wcyc(q) has a sharp
dependence on q around q w AC/vF. The smaller the Awe the sharper the q de-
pendence. This sharp dependence is not due to the singular gauge interaction, but
merely a consequence of the fact that g(l) # g(2) $ .
As q increases, g(A _ + 1) becomes larger and larger, thus we expect that wcyc(q)
decreases. When q exceeds a crossover value q, g(A! + 1) saturates at a very large
value and wcyc(q) is drastically reduced. This phenomena is a result of the singular
gauge interaction. The crossover momentum q is determined from
vFqc
Awc
(4.64)X 1+F' I iLwcyc(q -- ) )
and
wcyCc((q - 00)
Wc c((q X°)
--" , for 1 < 7 < 2,
C(,r) (wcyc-(q - oo)) + 7
zwc
= n qfor 7 = 1 ,
C(tr = 1) iln cyc(q oo) 
where
C(n7) = (+Icos ((1) s]
2ir(1l+ 7) sin 1+77 77+1 X 1+--
for 1 < < 2 and ( r = 1) = for = 1. We find
qc = B(r1) /Awc for 1 < < 2,
q = B( = 1)XAwclln Awcl for = 1,
where B(17 ) = m(X/)-Y) 1+
the following values.
/C(R. When q > qc, the cyclotron frequency saturates at
Wcyc(q -+ oO) =
Wcyc(q -+ oc) =
(Awc/C(r77)) 2 for 1 < r7 < 2,
nAw/C(r7 = 1) for = 1
ln(Awc/C(r ~for l I = 1
When vFq/Awc >> 1, the cyclotron freqency is expected to have the following scaling
form:
WCyc (q)
c (00)
=C (Awc) 2 f(q/qc) ,
= const. and f(x << 1) oc x1- n (4.69)
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(4.65)
(4.66)
(4.67)
(4.68)
where f(oo) is determined from wcyc(q -+ oo) oc (Aw) 2 and f(x << 1) can be
obtained from the condition that wcyc(q) = \w, for q AwCvF. Note that the
divergence of f(x) for small x should be cutoff when x - AwI/vFq,. As a result, the
cyclotron spectrum of the system looks like the one given by Figure 4-4.
The smaller gap for q > q corresponds to a divergent effective mass m* o
1-n7(AwC) 1+, while the larger gap near q = 0 can be viewed as a cyclotron freqency
derived from a finite effective mass. The thermal activation gap measured through
the longitudinal conductance is given by the smaller gap at large wave vectors q > q.
However the cyclotron frequency measured through the cyclotron resonance for the
uniform electric field should be given by the larger gap.
The above discussion of the cyclotron frequency is for the toy model, where only
the transverse gauge field fluctuations are included. One may wonder whether the
same picture also applies to the real v = 1/2 state. In the real v = 1/2 state,
the lowest lying plasma modes correspond to the intra-Landau-level excitations, of
which energy is much less than the inter-Landau-level gap w,. In the q -+ 0 limit, such
modes decouple from the center of mass motion. This means that the u±l components
(which correspond to the dipolar distortions of the Fermi surface) of the eigenmodes
must disappear in the q - 0 limit as far as the lowest lying modes (intra-Landau-level
modes) are concerned. The mode that contains u±1 components should have the big
inter-Landau-level gap in the q - 0 limit in order to satisfy the Kohn's theorem.
Examining our solution for the eigenmodes in the q -+ 0 limit, we find that the lowest
eigenrnodes are given by us oc ±1,l. Therefore, according to the above consideration,
we cannot identify the lowest lying modes in the toy model with the lowest lying
intra-Landau level plasma modes in the real model. However, this problem can be
fixed following the procedure introduced in Ref.[37]. That is, we may introduce an
additional non-divergent Landau-Fermi-liquid parameter AF1 which modifies only
the value of g(±l). We may fine-tune the value of AF1 such that the 1 = +1 modes
in Eq. (4.56) will have the big inter-Landau-level gap Q = -A__ = w,. In this caseg(±1) - c
the 1 = ±2 modes become the lowest lying modes in the q -+ 0 limit. Such modes
correspond to the quadradpolar distortions of the Fermi surface and decouple from
the center of mass motion. The above correction only affects the energy of the lowest
lying modes for the small momenta, q < Awc/vF. With this type of correction, our
results for the toy model essentially applies to the v = 1/2 state. The only change is
that the lowest lying modes at small momenta, q < AW/VF, is given by the 1 = ±2
modes instead of the 1 = ±1 modes. This is because as q decreases below a value
of order Aw,/vF, the I = +1 modes start to have a higher energy than that of the
1 = ±2 modes, and the lowest lying modes crossover to the 1 = ±2 modes.
In the absence of the singular gauge interaction, according to the picture developed
in Ref.[37], one expects that the intra-Landau-level plasma mode near v = 1/2 has
a gap 2w, for q K< AwC/vF. The gap is expected to be reduced by the factor 2
when q > AwC/vF. In the presence of the singular gauge interaction, we find that the
plasma mode has a gap of order 2Aw (since g(±2) 1) for q < Aw,cvF. However,
the gap for the large momenta can be much less than Aw,. Observing this drastic
gap reduction will confirm the presence of the singular gauge interaction.
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Figure 4-4: The lowest excitation 
spectrum of the composite 
fermin system in the
presence of the finite effective 
magnetic field B as a function 
of the wave vector q
(solid line). The dashed line is 
the scaling curve described 
in the text. For q qd
the excitation gap 
becomes smaller and 
i s proportiona 
l to or 1and
VIAB\lln ABI for 771 
< r < 2 and qc 
n for
77 = 1.
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In the above disscusion, we have ignored the effects of the collision term. The
role of collision integral is simply to provide the life time effects on the collective
excitations. However, due to the energy conservation, only the collective modes with
energy greater than 2wcyc(qmin) will have a finite life time. Here wcyc(qmin) is the
minimum energy gap of the lowest lying plasma mode and qmin is the momentum
where the energy takes the minimum value. For large q, the modes above 2cyc(qmin)
may have a short life time such that the modes are not well defined.
4.7 Summary, Conclusion, and Implications to
Experiments
In this section, we summarize the results and provide the unified picture for the com-
posite fermions interacting with a gauge field. In this paper, we construct a general
framework, which is the QBE of the system, to understand the previously known
theoretical [6, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] and experimental [1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10] results. Since
there is no well defined Landau-quasi-particle, we cannot use the usual formulation of
the QBE so that we used an alternative formulation which was used by Prange and
Kadanoff [32] for the electron-phonon problem. We used the non-equilibrium Green's
function technique [32, 33, 34, 35] to derive the QBE of the generalized distribution
function 6 f(Opq, W; q, Q) for AB = 0, and 6 f(Opq, w; q, Q) (P = p-AA) for AB # 0.
From this equation, we also derived the QBE for the generalized Fermi surface dis-
placement U(Opq, q, Q) (B = 0) or u(6pq, q, Q) (B $ 0) which corresponds to the
local variation of the chemical potential in momentum space.
For AB = 0, the QBE consists of three parts; the self-energy part, the generalized
Landau-interaction part, and the collision integral. The Landau-interaction function
F;Landau(O) can be taken as FLandau(O) oc 1/101" for 0 > 0c oc Ql+- and 1/10I1" for
0 < 0,. For the smooth fluctuations of the genaralized Fermi surface displacement
(I < I, m 1/0 (x Q-l1+T), where 1 (the angular momentum in momentum space)
is the conjugate variable of the angle 0, there is a small-angle-(forward)-scattering
cancellation between the self-energy part and the Landau-interaction part. Both of
2
the self-energy part and the Landau-interaction part are of the order Ql+T (1 < 7 <
2) or Q In Q ( = 1). After cancellation, the combination of these contributions
4
becomes of the order Q1+17 . There is also a similar cancellation in the collision interal
4
so that the transport scattering rate becomes of the order Ql+T. As a result, the
smooth fluctuations show no anomalous behavior expected from the singular self-
energy correction. On the other hand, for the rough fluctuations (I > Ia), the Landau-
interaction part becomes very small and the self-energy part, which is proportional
2 2
to Q 1+17, dominates. Also the collision integral becomes of the order Q 1+ . Therefore,
the rough fluctuations show anomalous behavior of the self-energy correction and
7-1
suggest that the effective mass shows a divergent behavior m* oc Q- ,+l for 1 < r < 2
and m* oc n Ql for 7r = 1.
From these results, one can understand the density-density and the current-current
correlation functions calculated in the perturbation theory [13, 14], which show no
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anomalous behavior in the long wave length and the low frequency limits. Using the
QBE, one can evaluate these correlation functions by taking the angular average of the
density or current disturbance due to the external potential and calculating the linear
response. Thus, in these correlation functions, the small angular momentum modes
are dominating so that the results do not show any singular behavior. Note that the
cancellation which exists in the collision integral implies that the transport life time
is sufficiently long to explain the long mean free path of the composite fermions in the
recent magnetic focusing experiment [10]. For the 2kF response functions, there is no
corresponding cancellation between the self-energy part and the Landau-interaction
part so that it shows the singular behavior [14].
The QBE in the presence of the small effective magnetic field AB was used to
understand the energy gap Eg of the system. As the case of AB = 0, there can
be two different behaviors of the generalized Fermi surface displacement. For the
smooth fluctuations (1 < lc cx Eg 1+ ), the frequency of revolution of the wave packet
is given by Awc == AB/m, i.e., there is no anomalous behavior after the cancellation
between the self-energy and the Landau-interaction parts. For the rough fluctuations,
the self-energy part dominates and the frequency of revolution of the wave packet is
-Rl-1
renormalized as Aw c Awc Eg +. The energy gap can be obtained by quantizing
the motion of the wave packet and taking the lowest quantized frequency which is
nothing but Aw*. Solving the self-consistent equation Eg = Aw*, we get Eg oc
JAB+I 2 for 1 < < 2 and Eg cx in ABI for 1 = 1. These are consistent with the
previous results [6, 13, 16].
The excitations of the system were studied from the QBE of the generalized Fermi
surface displacement. For AB = 0, in the absence of the collision integral, there are
two types of the excitations which can be described most easily in the Q - q plane.
There are particle-hole excitations which exist below an edge Q oc q 2 (1 < r < 2) or
Q oc q/lln q ( = 1). There are also collective modes which exist between Q oc q 2
(1 < l < 2), Q cx q/lln q ( = 1) and Q - vFq. However, the distinction between
these two different elementary excitations is obscured by the presence of the collision
integral which provides the life time of the excitations. In the case of AB =A 0, the
QBE in the presence of the finite AB is again used to understand the low lying
plasma spectrum of the system as a function of q. For q < q, where q cx AR/j
for 1 < _ < 2 and q cx AB In lAB for T/ = 1, the plasma mode corresponds
to a smooth fluctuation of the Fermi surface, and the excitation gap is given by
Awc - AB/m. On the other hand, for q > q, the plasma mode corresponds to a
rough fluctuation of the Fermi surface. As a consequence, the excitation gap becomes
much smaller and proportional to ABI 2 for I < < 2 and AB/Iln ABI for q = 1.
Thus, the lowest excitation spectrum of the system looks like the one given by Figure
4--5, which is consistent with the previous numerical calculations [37].
Applying the picture developed in this paper for the v = 1/2 metallic state to
the magnetic focusing experiment of Ref.[10], we find that the observed oscillations
should not be interpreted as the effects due to the focusing of the quarsiparticles.
This is because the inelastic mean free path Lq = vr and the life time r - 1/T of
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the quasiparticle is quite short. Here v is the renormalized Fermi velocity of the
quasiparticle. For the Coulomb interaction, we find
Lq 4v n
mTln(EF/T)
H:ere n is the density of the electron, T the temperature, m the bare mass of the
composite fermion, and EF = k 2 rn. Taking n = 1011cm - 2 and m to be the
electron mass in the vacuum (see Ref.[2], Ref.[3] and Ref.[10]), we have
100mK
Lq 0.26 T/mT
At T = 35mK, Lq 0.7/um which is much less than the length of the semi-circular
path, 6m, which connects the two slits. Therefore, the oscillations observed in
Ref.[10] cannot be explained by the focusing of the quasiparticles which have a diver-
gent effective mass and a short life time.
There is another way to explain the observed oscillations in Ref.[10]. We can
inject a net current into one slit, which causes a dipolar distortion of the local Fermi
surface near the slit. The current and the associated dipolar distortion propagate
in space according to the QBE and are bended by the effective magnetic field AB.
This causes the oscillation in the current received by the other slit. According to this
picture, the oscillations observed in Ref.[10] is caused by the smooth fluctuations of
the Fermi surface whose dynamics is identical to those of a Fermi liquid with a finite
effective mass. Thus, the oscillations in the magnetic focusing experiments behave
as if they are caused by quasiparticles with a finite effective mass and a long life
time. The relexation time for the current distribution is given by j T2 n(EF/
for the Coulomb interaction. This leads to a diffussion length (caused by the gauge
fluctuations) Lj = VFTj, where VF is the bare Fermi velocity of the composite fermions.
WVe find
Lj 14 (10mK) 2m (4.70)
The real diffussion length should be shorter than the above value due to other pos-
sible scattering mechanisms. Thus, we expect that the crossover temperature, above
which the oscillations disappear, should be lower than 150mK. In the experiment
[1.0], no oscillations were observed above 100mK. Another important consequence of
our picture is that, if a time-of-flight measurement can be performed by pulsing the
incoming current, the time is given by the bare velocity VF and not the quasiparticle
velocity vF .
Finally, we make a remark on the surface acoustic wave experiment. The con-
dition that we can see the resonance between the cyclotron radius and sound wave
length is given by Wcy > Ws, where WCyc is the cyclotron frequency and w, is the
sound wave frequency. The reason is that we can regard the sound wave as a stand-
ing wave only when ¢cyc > ws. Let us imagine that we are changing w, such that
Ws Aw. If we use the quasiparticle picture to explain the above resonance, then
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the cyclotron frequency wcyc is determined by the divergent effective mass, and wcyc
should be comparable to Aw*. Therefore, there should not be any resonance because
wCyc wG in this case. However, in reality, the resonance is governed by the smooth
fluctuation of the Fermi surface, so that Wcyc Acw, is a cyclotron frequency deter-
mined by the finite bare mass of the composite fermion. As a result, one should still
see the resonance because uwcyc > Ws Awc. Therefore, one can expect that there
should be still resonance effects even when the phonon energy exceeds the energy
gap determined from the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. The bottom line is that
the cyclotron frequency measured in acoustic wave experiments can be much larger
than the energy gap measured in transport experiments. In a recent experiment of
Willet et. al [40], resonance was observed when w, is larger than the energy gap of the
system determined by the large effective mass obtained from the Shubnikov-de Haas
oscillations [3]. The authors claimed that this is an apparent contradiction between
the surface acoustic wave experiment and the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations. We
would like to point out that the cyclotron frequency (for small q) is determined by
the bare mass (In a crude estimation [6], the bare mass is about 1/3 of the electron
mass in vacuum). On the other hand, the mass obtained from Shubunikov-de Haas
oscillations or from the activation gap in transport measurements is in principle a dif-
ferent mass, which in practice turns out to be of order of the electron mass in vacuum
even away from v =: 1/2. Even though we do not understand quantitatively the mass
difference, there is in principle no contradiction. The surface acoustic experiment is
in fact an excellent way of measuring the bare mass.
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Appendix A
Irrelevant contributions to the
compressibility
In this appendix, we show that o9_O and _b. are exponentially smaller than nal
which is calculated in the main text. As discussed in section 3.4, there is a partial
cancellation between Qbl and Qb2 in Eq.(3-17) due to the f-sum rule given by Eq.(3-
32). As a result, Qb can be rewritten as
Qb C - (1+ 2nB(X)) Dll(q,x) - ylma(q) 2
q 1m
nF(6)- F((m) - F(l()- nF((m)
- ,m + 1-m
f= 0 dx (1 + 2nB(X)) x Dl'(q, x)
q 0 s7 r
x [-E IMm(q) 2 nF( -) lnF(m) (A.1)
Im (X + ( W
From Eq.(3-16) and Eq. (A.1), we get the lowest order correction to the density
of the fermions n -= na + nb as follows.
na = nal + na2 ,
1
nal = -T Z Z M (q) D (q,O 0)nF()(1 - nF (l))(1 -2nF(i) )
q 1
112
nz 2= T S Mm(q) D(q,m -i1) [ nF(m)(1 - nF(m))(1 - nF())q lm
- nF(m)nF(,))(1 - nF()) ] , (A.2)
a:nd
nb T d (1 + 2B()) Dl(q,x)
X 1 Mirl(q{ 2 nF( )(i -nF( ))-nF(m)( -nF(m)) (A.3)
x L(x - m + ) (1 - m)(A.3)
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These equations are equivalent to Eq.(3-12).
As shown in Eq.(3-13), in order to calculate the compressibility, one should take
the derivative of both D11 (q, x) and Hll(q, x). Note that v ,0 D -2O._ and an
contains the factor nF( n)(1 - nF( )). Thus D'1 generates additional factors e- I pIl/T
and e- .p + l/T. Since we want to keep only the terms which are proportional to e-I lPI/T
or e- +l/T, we can ignore the terms aI11 , which are of order e-2lpl/T. Ignoring
these terms in Eq.(3-13) which is equivalent to keeping only the p dependence in
nF in Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.3), the lowest order correction to the compressibility
a' _ Kn + n can be calculated as follows.O t ap ap
Ona Anal ana2
0 na1 1
ask T2 E MIq)1 Dl (q 0)
X nF(tI)(1 - nF(t)) [1 - 6 nF()(1 - nF(t)) ] ,
na 2 1
an2 ,_, 1 E E Mlm (q) ] 2 (q(0~u T 2
X [ nF(Em)(l - nF(m))(l - 2nF(m))(1 - nF(E))
- nF(Em) nF(EI)(1 - nF(E1))(1 - 2nF(E)) ] , (A.4)
and
nb -T2 O dx (1 + 2nriB()) X Dl (q, x)[ Im (q) 2
0/I T2 0 -F 1- (x -m - E) -
X [ n7F(6)(1 -nF(6))(l - 2nF(6))
-rF(m)(1- F(m))(1 - 2nF(m))] ] (A.5)
Keeping only the terms that are proportional to e-lpl/T or e - p+1/T, one can show
that the contributions from fl_2 and nb' do not contain such terms that are propor-
tional to e-I pIl/ T or e- p+1/T. This result can be obtained as follows. In each case of
_aza and ab, the first term and the second term inside the square bracket contain
contributions proportional to e-I gPl/ T or e- p+./T. It can be seen that these contri-
butions in the first term cancel each other when the chemical potential lies exactly
at the middle of the successive effective Landau levels, and thus they correspond to
a uniform shift in these Landau levels. The same story applies to the second term
in the square bracket. However, it turns out that the contributions from the first
term and the second term cancel again each other so that the contributions propor-
tional to e-lpl/T or e-Ep+/T do not exist in general. Thus 9 2 = (e-2lPlT) and
L = (e-21P l/T) SO that we can ignore these contributions compared to e-l P lI/T or
e--p+l/T.
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Appendix B
Quantum Boltzmann equation at
finite temperatures
In this appendix, we consider the QBE at finite temperatures. Recall that Im ER(p, w)
at equilibrium diverges at finite temperatures, which has no cutoff [11]. In this case,
it is clear from Eq.(4-5) that G (p,w) = ifo(w)A(p,w) is not well defined. Thus, it is
also difficult to define G< (p, w; r, t) for the non-equilibrium case. Since the divergent
contribution to the self-energy comes from the gauge field fluctuations with v < T,
where v is the energy transfer by the gauge field [11], it is worthwhile to separate
the gauge field fluctuations into two parts, i.e., a(q,v) - a_(q,v) for v < T and
a(q, v) _ a+(q, v) for v > T, and examine the effects of a+, a_ separately.
The classical fluctuation a_ of the gauge field can be regarded as a vector potential
which corresponds to a static but spatially varying magnetic field b_ = V x a_. For
a, given random 'magnetic' field, b_(r), and in a fixed gauge, the fluctuation of the
gauge potential a_ can be very large. The gauge potential can have huge differences
from one point to another, as long as the two points are well separated. We know
that locally the center of the Fermi surface is at the momentum p - a_ (r) around the
point r in space. The huge fluctuation of a_ indicates that the local Fermi surfaces at
different points in space may appear in very different regions in the momentum space.
This is the reason why the one-particle Green's function in the momentum space is not
well defined. This also suggests that the Fermion distribution in the momentum space,
f(p, aJ), may be ill-defined. Note that the local Fermi surface can be determined in
terms of the velocity of the fermions (i.e., the states with = (P-a) 2 < EF are
filled) and the velocity is a gauge-invarint physical quantity. This suggests that it is
more reasonable to study the fermion distribution in the physical velocity space. The
above discussion leads us to consider the one-particle Green's function G(P_, w; r, t)
as a function of a new variable P_ = mv = p - a_. Note that this transformation is
reminicent of the procedure we used in the case of the finite effective magnetic field
(see section 4.5). We may follow the similar line of derivation to obtain the QBE in
the random magnetic field. Since we effectively separate out a_ fluctuations, the self-
energy, which appears in the equation of motion given by Eq.(4-14), should contain
only a+ fluctuations. Therefore, the equation of motion for 6G<(P_, w; r, t) is given
by the Fourier transform of Eq.(4-20) with the following replacement. In the first
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place, the variable p should be changed to a new variable P_ = p - a_. Secondly,
the self-energy t should be changed to Z+ which contains now only a+ fluctuations.
Finally, as we can see from the case of the finite effective magnetic field in section
4-5, the following term should be added:
P_ a
-- b_(r) x G<'(P_, w; r,t) . (B.1)
Note that the equation of motion contains the term which depends on b_, but does
not contain the terms which depend on a_ in an explicit way. Since we removed
the source of the divergence (non-gauge-invariance with respect to a_), the Green's
function G(P_, w; r, t) or the corresponding self-energy is now finite for finite T or w.
Now one can perform the integration f dp /2ir of 6G<(P_, w; r, t) safely to define
P-[ -iG<(P_, w;r,t) ] f(0,w; r, t),
2P [iG>(P_,w;r,t) ] 1f (f(,w;r, t) (B.2)
where 0 is the angle between P_ and a given direction. For a while, let us ignore the
contribution coming from the term that depends on b_(r) in the equation of motion
for 6f'(0, w; r, t), which is given by
b_ (r) 6 f (, w; r, t) . (B.3)
m 0
In the absence of this term, the equation of motion of the generalized distribution
function 6f(S, w; q, Q) is given by Eq. (4-34) with the constraint that the lower cuoff T
should be introduced in the frequency integrals, which is due to the fact that only a+
fluctuations should be included. Using the same procedure we used in section 4-4, we
can construct the equation of motion for the generalized Fermi surface displacement
(in the velocity space) u(O, q, Q) = f f(a, w; q, w). The corresponding equation is
given by Eq. (4-41) with the change that 0c in the definition of the Landau-interaction-
function FLandau(O) is now given by O = l (yMax(RT)) 1+ Therefore, the same
arguments for the small and large angular momentum modes can be used to discuss
the physical consequences of the QBE and the change is that the crossover angular
1
momentum is now given by lc - 1/Oc m kF (Max(T)) 
Now let us discuss the effect of the term which depends on b_ (r). After integration
f dw/2r of the QBE for the generalized distribution function 6f(6, w; r, t), this term
has the following form in the QBE for u(O, r, t):
b(r) 0(r) u(, r, t) . (B.4)
This term provides the scattering mechanism due to a_ fluctuations and generates
a dispersion of the angle . The transport scattering rate 1/r_ which is due to a_
fluctuations can be estimated as follows. In order to examine b_ fluctuations, let us
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first consider
(b_(q)b_(-q)) = J 2w [ n(w) + 1 ] q2 Im Dll (q, w)
fT dT 2 qw/7
Jo 27 w W2 + (ql+1 /y) 2
q 3/y for q < qo, (B.5)
where qo = (T/:) T. Therefore, the typical length scale of b_(r) fluctuations
is given by lo = 1/qo. The typical value of b_(r) over the length scale lo can be
estimated from (b_(r)b_(r')) - 1/(ylo) for r - r' < lo so that typical b_ 1/ yl .
The dispersion of the angle A\O after the fermion travels over the length lo can be
estimated as = (b_/m)At ~ 1/(l05 m) (/VF) ~ 1/(kFlo)3/2 . Let 1M = nlo be
the mean free path which is defined by the length scale after which the total dispersion
of the angle becomes of the order one. The number n can be estimated by requiring
that the total dispersion of the angle / AO v/~/(kFlo)3/2 becomes of the order
one so that n - (kFlo)3. Thus, 1M k lo. From 1M = VFT_, the scattering rate due
4
to a_ fluctuations can be estimated as 1/-_ oc T+ .
4
Note that 1/-_ oc T1+7- is the same order as that of the scattering rate due to a+
fluctuations in the case of the small angular momentum modes (1 < c1,). For I < ,, the
2
contribution from the imaginary part of the self-energy Im ER vc T71+ is canceled by
the contribution from the Landau-interaction function so that the resulting scattering
4
rate is proportional to T1+T. In the other limit of large angular momentum modes
(1 > 1), 1/r_ can be completely ignored. This is because the self-energy contribution
dominates. Since 1/-_ < T and it is at most the same order as the scattering rate due
to a+ fluctuations even in the case of the small angular momentum modes, ignoring
this contribution does not affect the general consequences of the QBE, which are
discussed in sections 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6.
Therefore, the QBE for the generalized distribution function at finite temper-
atures is essentially given by Eq.(4-34) with the lower cutoff T of the frequency
integral in the expression of the contributions from the self-energy and the Landau-
interaction-function. As a result, the form of the QBE is the same as that of the
zero temperature case and the only difference is that the crossover angle 0, and
1
the crossover angular momentum l are now given by ( M x(QT)) 1+ and
I. 1/0, oc [ Max(Q, T) ] + respectively.
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